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We, the people of Gilmanton, wish to express our deep gratitude and sincere devotion to you, our
highly respected friend and neighbor. You have devoted many hours in service to your Town as a
volunteer and as an elected official.
As a volunteer, you helped start the Dental Program in our elementary school. This program is still
ongoing and serving the community well. Your years of volunteering as a librarian at the school
soon won you another "job" as an elected official, Library Trustee. The renovations and resources
that you have added to the Comer Library have served the Town very well over the years. As
Librarian you spent many hours clipping news articles about our local people and culture. Most of
us will not forget your dedication to raising funds to support the needs of the Library.
In 1978, twenty years ago, you were elected to the position of Supervisor of the Checklist. A
position which you serve with utmost dedication and sincerity as the job requires. Your service to
this position along with your colleagues gives Gilmanton a Voter Checklist that is "the best that it
can be".
In 1988, the Town voted to create three positions for Cemetery Trustees. You became a valued
member of this commission and have generated a listing of all the cemeteries in the Town along
with a listing of all the grave markers and names. This project alone will serve the Town's history
along with your perseverance to preserve the integrity of the individual cemeteries.
Your interest in history exemplifies itself in the years you have devoted to the Gilmanton Historical
Society and to the years you spent working with the Junior Historical Society. These years you
have spent will help preserve the history of Gilmanton for fiature generations.
We are most appreciative and grateful to you for these many years of loyal service to our Town.
Above and beyond all these services, you will always be remembered for your many kindnesses,
your patience and your good sense of humor, which have endeared you to all of us, thank you
Marion, for doing so much for so many.
BOSTON POST CANE RECIPIENT
The Gilmanton Board of Selectmen presented the Boston Post Cane to the Town's most
senior senior resident during a ceremony on Saturday, January 5, 1998. Hazel Parsons,
99, lived in Gilmanton Iron Works all her life before moving to the Epsom Manor
retirement center in 1991. With Miss Parsons are Selectmen Frank Bosiak, Carolyn
Baldwin and David Russell.
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Robert L. Potter, Jr. 2000
MODERATOR:
(2 YEAR TERM)
George B. Roberts, Jr. 1998
STATE REPRESENTATIVES. BELKNAP COUNTY. DISTRICT 5:
(2 YEAR TERM)
Alice S. Ziegra (Alton) 1998
Paul A. Golden (Bamstead) 1998
Robert K. Boyce (Alton) 1998
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR:
(3 YEAR TERM)
Elizabeth R. Smithers 1999
TREASURER:
(1 YEAR TERM)
Evelyn O. Forsyth 1998
CORNERS PRECINCT:
Commissioners:
John O'Shea, Chairman 2000
H.L. "Pete" Osier 1998
Winston Barney (resigned 01/01/98)
Meg Nighswander (appointed 01/01/98) 1998
Precinct Treasurer:
H.L. "Peter" Osier 1998
Precinct Cleric:
Stephen Latici 1998
ELECTED BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
BOARD OF SELECTMEN:
(3 YEAR TERM)
David H. Russell 2000
Carolyn W. Baldwin 1998
David W. Allen, Resigned
Frank C. Bosiak, Sr., Appointed 1998
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST:
(6 YEAR TERM)
Marion S. Mclntyre 2002
Candace L. Daigle 1998
Elayne C. Cole 2000
TRUSTEES OF CEMETERIES:
(3 YEAR TERM)
H.L. "Pete" Osier 1998
Marion S. Mclntyre 1999




George Roberts, Jr. 1998
Clerk:
(1 YEAR TERM)
Debroah Rieck Manning 1998
Treasurer:
(1 YEAR TERM)
Doris P. Jones 1998
Board Members:
(3 YEAR TERM)
Ralph G. Forsyth 1999
Cheri L. Stafford 1999
Thomas E. O'Flaherty, Jr., Resgned
Garret Graaskamp, Appointed 1998
Hammond F. Brown 1998
Jane E. Sisti 2000
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:
G YEAR TERM)
Melba C. LaRoche 2000
H.L. "Pete" Osier 2000
Philip C. LaFrance 1999
George F. Kelley 1999
William Angevine, Appointed 1998
Winston M. Barney, Resigned
BUDGET COMMITTEE:
Stanley O. Bean, Jr., Chairman 1998
Carolyn W. Baldwin, Selectmen's Representative 1998
Cheri L. Stafford, School Board Representative
H.L. "Pete" Osier, Village Precinct Representative






Eric S. Muzzey 2000
Robert L. Potter, Sr. 1999
Raymond M. Daigle 1999
Philip A. Ray 1999
Richard H. Stevens, Resigned
Stephen Goddard 1999
Bonnie H. Whelan 1998
Mark A. Sawyer 1998
Phyllis E. Buchanan 1998
Frank C. Bosiak, Resigned
TRUSTEES OF T.TBRARIES:
(3 YEAR TERM)
Carolyn M. Kelley 1999
Alice Bean 1998
Brenda F. Rowland 2000
APPOINTED TOWN OFFICIALS
BALLOT INSPECTORS:
Mildred H. Aylward 1998
Jean E. Chmielecki 1998
Elizabeth A. Hughes 1998






Robert Richards, Chairman 1998
Timothy Bertrand 2000












John Dickey, Chairman 1999
Frank C. Bosiak, Sr., Selectmen's Representative 1998
Pamela Barriault, Executive Assistant
Members:
William Angevine 1998
George Roberts, Jr. 2000
Ann Gilbert 1999
PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION:
(3 YEAR TERM)
Gary Lines, Chairman 1999
Suzanne B. Schott 2000
Joseph F. Downing 2000
Nancy J. Lines 1998




George Twigg III, Chairman 2000
Frank C. Bosiak, Sr., Selectmen's Representative 1998
Richard E. Mosher, Planning Administrator
Lynne Brunelle, Executive Assistant
Members:
Felix Barlik, Jr. 1999
Gilbert D. Boyd, Jr. 1999
Nancy Girard 1998





Helene E. Roberts, Chairman
Sarah B. Harris, Secretary
George F. Kelley
Nancy J. Lines
ZONING BOARD OF AD.nJSTMENT:
(3 YEAR TERM)
John O'Shea, Jr., Chairman 1999




H.L. "Pete" Osier 1999
Albert Philipps 1998
George F. Kelley, Resigned
Alternates:
REPRESENTATFVES TO LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION:
George Twigg, III 1999
William Angevine 1999
BOSTON POST CANE






DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT;
David H. Russell, Director
Richard Gilmore, Deputy Director
DEPARTMENT OF SELECTMEN:
Kelley A. Collins, Administrative Assistant
Pamela A. Barriault, Executive Secretary
Lynne R. Brunelle, Clerk/Typist
Cynthia A. Bedford, Secretary/Clerk
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Chief James A. Clough, Paramedic
Deputy Chief Richard Gihnore, EMT
Deputy Chief Paul J. Hempel HI, EMT




Robert L. Potter Jr., Road Agent
Charles W. Thurber, Foreman/Grader Operator
Paul H. Perkins, Equipment Operator
Andrew D. Stockwell, Equipment Operator
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
Chief Maurice R. Salmon, II
Sergeant Vincent A. Baiocchetti, III
Officer Loren Ackerman
Officer Terrence Morgan
Officer Bradley H. Ford
Officer Robert A. Freese
Officer James Mclntyre
Officer William Sipes
Officer James H. Topham
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICERS:
Felix & Victoria Barlik
TAX COLLECTOR/TOWN CLERK:
Elizabeth R. Smithers, Town Clerk & Tax Collector
Debra Comett, Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector
TREASURER:
Evelyn O. Forsyth, Treasurer
Lynne R. Brunelle, Deputy Treasurer
Harold McArdle, Deputy Treasurer
SQLIP WASTE FACILITY ;
Gerald L. Austin, Jr., Solid Waste Manager
Scott A. Austin, Compactor Attendant
WELFARE DEPARTMENT:
Kelley A. Collins, Welfare Director
Pamela A. Barriault, Welfare Assistant
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE






MINUTES OF THE TOWN MEETING
MARCH 11,1997
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator at 7:00 A.M. and the warrant was read.
It was voted to hold the adjourned meeting of Articles 13 through 29 of the warrant on March 15,
1997 at 10:00 A.M. at the Gilmanton Elementary School. Ballots were unsealed by the Deputy Clerk
and given to the Ballot Inspectors for counting. The ballot box was shown to the voters present as
being empty. It was voted to close the polls at 7:00 P.M. and to open the absentee ballots at that time.
ARTICLE #1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year, by ballot. 610 ballots cast.
(See Results of Balloting)
ARTICLE #2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1, Traditional Family Farming, as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support this
amendment):
To amend Article IV, Zoning District Regulations, and Article XVI, Definitions, to clarify that the activity of
traditional family farming is distinct from a commercial or business activity and is permitted in all zoning
districts without the need for a special exception or site plan approval, and to draw a distinction between
traditional family farming as practiced in Gilmanton and large agricultural related activities that could
substantially increase traffic or other off-site impact.
YES 480^ NO 87
ARTICLE #3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2, Utility Network Structures, as proposed
by the Plarming Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support this amendment):
To amend Article IV, Zoning District Regulations, and Article XVI, Definitions, to recognize that local
utility network structures are increasingly being introduced by telephone companies and others to provide
better services within residential neighborhoods, and to allow their use under conditions that protect the
interests of adjoining property owners. It permits their use in non-business districts only by special
exception and requires a site plan in all districts.
YES 4441 NO US
ARTICLE #4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3, Portable Toilets, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support this amendment):
To replace Article III, Paragraph A, Sanitary Protection, to clarify the Sanitary Protection part of Article 111
to clearly indicate that portable toilets supporting occupancy are prohibited in all districts except to support
construction, special events or emergency repairs, and to require that, in cases where these exceptions will
exist for a period of more than seven days, a permit must be obtained from the Health Officer. Also to
recognize that the relevant State organization has undergone a name change.
YES 442:!l NO 126
ARTICLE #5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4, Time to Rebuild Non-Conforming
Buildings, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support
this amendment):
Replace Article VII, Non-conforming Uses, Lots & Structures, Paragraph B to place a time limit of two
years on the amount of time an owner has to repair or replace a destroyed, non-conforming building without
having to obtain a variance and/or special exception. At present, there is no time limit in Zoning Ordinance
Article VII. B. This change is being proposed at the request of the Zoning Board of Adjustment to establish a
time limit for the repair or replacement of non-conforming buildings destroyed by fire or other natural
disasters.
YES 2M1 NO 180
ARTICLE #6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5, Cellular Towers, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support this amendment):
To amend Article IV, Zoning District Regulations, Article XVI, Definitions, and Article III, General
Provisions Applicable to All Districts, to permit the use of Personal Wireless Communications Facilities
(cellular towers and their ancillary facilities) within the Town of Gilmanton when it is consistent with the
Town Master Plan, the scenic character of the neighborhood and the safety of the population.
YES 4181 NO 153
ARTICLE #7: Are you in favor of adoption of the Amendment #6, Change the Boundary ofSmith
Meetinghouse Historic District, for the Zoning Ordinance. (By Petition) (The Planning Board DOES
NOT support this amendment):
To change the boundaries of the Smith Meetinghouse Historic District to exclude the Cameron property.
Map 49, Lot 52, thereby ending the District at the property of Leo T. and Florence A. Fitzgerald, Map 49 Lot
53.
YES 350i NO 224
ARTICLE #8: Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment #7, Residential Lake District, for the Zoning
Ordinance . (By Petition) (The Planning Board DOES support this amendment)
Amend Article II, Districts, and Article IV, Zoning District Regulations, to create a new zoning district, to be
called the Residential Lake District, that addresses the specific problems that have arisen in the Sawyer Lake
community due to extremely small lot sizes. The new district would be coterminous with the Sawyer Lake
Village District.
YES 456* NO 109
ARTICLE #9: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #8, Cluster Residential Development, as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support this
amendment):
Amend Article IV, Zoning District Regulations, and Article V, Cluster Residential Development, to update
the current Zoning Ordinance Cluster Provisions to reflect changes in business conditions and to more
closely match the ordinance to the objectives of the Master Plan. To increase the public benefits provided to
the permanently conserved open space set aside by the subdivision by better defining goals for the open
space configuration; and to encourage use of the cluster option by allowing more flexible lot configurations,
allowing it in more zones in the town, and not requiring a special exception; and to strengthen environmental
safeguards by increasing the minimum lot size for cluster to one acre.
YES 40i:!l NO 162
ARTICLE #10: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #9, Satellite Dish Antennas, as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance (The Planning Board DOES support his amendment):
To amend Article III, General Provisions Applicable to All Districts, to recognize that modem satellite dish
antennas are much less intrusive than older designs. It will require that dishes under 24" in diameter must
only meet applicable structure set back requirements rather than the more stringent set backs for larger
dishes. This change was requested by the Selectmen.
YES 4621 NO 102
ARTICLE #11: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot vofing on all issues
before the Town? (By Petition)
YES 255 NO 330*
ARTICLE #12: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting on all issues
before the School District? (By Petition)
YES 268 NO 313*
The recessed meeting, determined by vote of March 11, 1997, was called to order at 10:00 A.M. at the
Gilmanton School by the Moderator and the results of balloting of March 11, 1997 were read. Fire
Chief James Clough led the body in the salute to the flag. All the elected officers present were sworn
in by the Moderator, George B Roberts, Jr.
ARTICLE U 13: A motion by David Russell with a second by Carolyn Baldwin to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate One Million Four Hundred Seventy Five Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Six
Dollars for the support of Town Government and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the
















An amendment by Alan Kingsbury with a second by Lawrence Wigandt to reduce the Solid Waste account
by $4500.00 was adopted by a standing count of 77 Yes* to 34 No.
A second amendment was offered by Muriel Hart with a second by Tom OTlaherty to increase the
Community Action Program by $131.00, making the total donation to the Community Action Program
$2773.00. This amendment was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
The main article as amended was then adopted by a voice vote in the
affirmative. $1,471,517.00*
ARTICLE # 14: A motion by David Allen with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the following pay increases for elected officials to be implemented 07/01/97 along with
hired employees' salary adjustment:
Official's
An amendment by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by Jane Sisti to increase the Town Treasurer's salary by
$1666.00 for a total salary of $1750.00 was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
A second amendment offered by "Pete" Osier with a second by Betty Smithers to increase the salary of the
Treasurer of the Trustee of Trust Funds by $1665.00 for a total salary of $1750.00 was adopted by a voice
vote in the affirmative.
The main article as amended was then adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
$5426.00*
ARTICLE # 15: A motion by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Three Thousand Dollars ($33,000) to be placed in Capital
Reserve for the following items: (Recommended by Selectmen $33,000; Recommended by Budget
Committee $33,000.) was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. $33,000.00*
Bridge Fund $ 5,000
Assessment Update $ 8,000
Tax Mapping $ 20.000
$ 33,000
ARTICLE #16: A motion by David Russell with a second by Carolyn Baldwin to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Nineteen Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars ($19,900) for the
purpose of purchasing a new Police Cruiser. (Recommended by Selectmen $19,900; Recommended by
Budget Committee $19,900.) was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. $19,900.00*
ARTICLE # 17: A motion by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($14,000) for the purpose of
replacing and finishing the upstairs floor of the Academy. (Recommended by Selectmen $14,000; Not
recommended by Budget Committee.) was lost by a standing vote of 55 Yes to 64 No*
ARTICLE # 18: A motion by David Allen with a second by Carolyn Baldwin to see if the Town will vote
to instruct the Board of Selectmen to sell by Quitclaim Deed tax map 0028, Lot 0100-1800, Sawyer Lake, to
Wilbur L. & and Phylis E. Buchanan for the sum of $500.00. (By Petition) was adopted by a voice vote in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE # 19: A motion by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by David Allen to see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate $5,000 to support the Winnipesaukee Skating Club, a non-profit organization, in its
efforts to construct an ice arena in Laconia to provide recreational opportunities for Lakes region families,
with said appropriation authorized pursuant to RSA 31:4. (By Petition) (Recommended by Selectmen
$5,000; Not recommended by Budget Committee) was adopted by a standing vote of 67 Yes* to 55 No.
$5,000.00*
ARTICLE # 20: A motion by David Russell with a second by Carolyn Baldwin To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety Five Thousand Two Hundred Eighty Tliree Dollars
($95,283.00) to be added to Highway Block Grant Aid for Road Improvements. (Recommended by
Selectmen $95,283.00; Recommended by Budget Committee $95,283.00.) was adopted by a voice vote in
the affirmative. $95,283.00*
ARTICLE #21: A motion by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by David Allen to see if the Town of
Gilmanton, New Hampshire will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen in accordance with the provisions
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of RSA 80:42 III to convey to Geraldine M. Magee the lots of land located at lot 1, 7, and 8 Rollins Pond
Road and lot 16 French Road, shown on Town Map 63 as lots 39, 45, 46, and 54. Said land was formerly
owned by Geraldine M. Magee and was deeded to the Town in 1995 by the Tax Collector, upon payment by
Geraldine M. Magee of all back taxes, accrued interest and costs to date of transfer, in the amount
determined by the Tax Collector to be $14,020.00; transaction to be completed by March 30, 1997.
$7,000.00 deposit has been submitted to Selectmen's office. Balance by 03/30/97 upon delivery of deed
(By Petition) was offered an amendment by "Pete" Osier with a second by S. Goddard to raise the purchase
price to $32,500.00. The reason given for this amendment was to reimburse the Town of Gilmanton for
some of the costs incurred during the process of sub-dividing this property. This amendment was lost by a
voice vote in the negative.
After much discussion the main article was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE # 22: A motion by David Allen with a second by David Russell to see if the Town wdll vote to
modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Gilmanton, based on assessed value, for
qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: For a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $20,000; for a person 75
years of age up to 80 years, $30,000; for a person 80 years of age or older, $40,000. To qualify, the person
must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually or jointly, or
if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $17,500 or, if married, a combined net
income of less than $25,000; and own net assets exclusive of homestead not in excess of $50,000 was
offered an amendment by Richard Delsie v^dth a second by Cheri Stafford. The amendment was to increase
the exemptions by $10,000 in each category thereby making the exemptions as follows: For a person 65
years of age up to 75 years, $30,000, for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $40,000, for a person 80
years of age or older, $50,000. The legality of this motion was questioned and it was decided to seek legal
advice and vote on this article after all other business had been finished.
ARTICLE # 23: A motion by David Allen with a second by Carolyn Baldwin to see if the Town will vote
to discontinue the collection of the reclamation fee as voted by the Town Meeting on March 17, 1990 (By
Petition) was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE # 24: A motion by David Russell with a second by David Allen to see if the Town will accept
the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-c providing that any Town at an annual meeting may adopt an article
authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the public library trustees to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal or
other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year? This article
shall be in effect in accordance with the terms of the article until such time as the Town Meeting votes to
rescind its vote was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE U 25: A motion by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will
vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal
property, other than money, which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided, however,
that no acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town or the
library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or
replacement of such personal property. This article shall be in effect in accordance with the terms of the
article until such time as the Town Meeting votes to rescind its vote was adopted by a voice vote in the
affirmative.
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ARTICLE # 26: A motion by David Allen with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will
authorize the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by tax deed in accordance with RSA 80:80. Such
conveyance shall be by deed following: (1) a list of such land as may be sold shall be submitted to the Town
Meeting, the Conservation Commission and the Planning Board for their recommendations: (2) written
notice of the sale shall be mailed with the same annual tax bills to all persons known or believed to be
owners of taxable property in the Town in the year of the proposed sale: and (3) the property shall be offered
for sale by a combination of sealed bid and auction. The sealed bids will be opened and posted prior to the
beginning of an auction where each property will be offered for the highest sealed or auction bid. The sale
will be noticed 25 days before the sale and to authorize the Selectmen to reconvey the property to the
previous owner on such terms and conditions as they deem just, until rescinded was adopted by a voice vote
in the affirmative.
ARTICLE # 27: A motion by David Allen with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to convey the Town's interest in property located on Loon Pond Road, Tax Map 59,
Lot 14-01, to Bette Ann Gibson, on such terms and conditions as the Selectmen deem just was adopted by a
voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE #28: A motion by Carolyn Baldwin with a second by David Russell to see if the Town will
vote to prohibit the processing, storage, and landspreading of wastewater treatment sludge/biosolids,
including, but not limited to, sewage, paper, and pulp mill sludge, whether it be wet, dry, composted,
pelletized, mixed, with other materials or injected on or into the land in the Town of Gilmanton until
regulations are enacted with public involvement, to control such activity (By Petition) was offered an
amendment by Stephen Goddard with a second by Russell Dubuc to strike the words "wastewater treatment
sludge/biosolids,including but not limited to, sewage" lost by a standing count of 17 Yes to 72 No*.
A second amendment was offered by Bonnie Whelan with a second by Russell Dubuc to see if the Town of
Gilmanton will vote for a moratorium on the land spreading of Class B Sewage Sludge until the Board of
Selectmen with public involvement can make an informed recommendation to fiarther control such activity.
This amendment was lost by a standing vote of Yes 11 to No 82*.
The main article was then voted on and lost by a standing vote of
Yes 17 to No 72*.
ARTICLE # 22 was returned to the floor. The amendment was fiirther amended by the original petitioners
to say: If the amendment was not legal or acceptable by law then the intent of the voting body was to adopt
the original amounts as written. This amendment was adopted by a standing vote of 54 Yes* to 36 No.
The original article was then voted as amended and adopted by a ballot vote of 78 Yes* to 1 5 No.





RESULTS OF TOWN BALLOTING
MARCH 11, 1997
OFFICE
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS
PHYLIS E BUCHANAN
DAVID H RUSSELL
TOWN TREASURER FOR ONE YEAR
EVELYN O FORSYTH
ROAD AGENT FOR ONE YEAR






TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS THREE YEARS
MELBA C LAROCHE
H. L. "PETE" OSLER
465
417
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR THREE YEARS
BRENDA F HOWLAND 498
CEMETERY TRUSTEE THREE YEARS
CANDACE L DAIGLE 526
BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR TWO YEARS
STEPHEN GODDARD 4 1
6















RESULTS OF SCHOOL BALLOTING
MARCH 11, 1997
OFFICE VOTE
MODERATOR FOR ONE YEAR
GEORGE B ROBERTS, JR 455 *
SCHOOL CLERK FOR ONE YEAR
DEBORAH RIECK MANNING 5 1 2 *
SCHOOL TREASURER FOR ONE YEAR
DORIS P JONES 515*







* Having the plurality of all votes cast,
declared elected by the Moderator and took




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Sawyer Lake:
0010 0002 1400 L95ZAshAve 4,800
0010 0002 5600 L49XFirAve 8,900
0010 0002 5800 L7Y Willow Ave 3,900
0010 0002 6300 L 16X & 17X Fern Ave 3,900
0010 0002 8600 L 69D Sawyer Lake 3,100
0010 0002 8800 L 79X Spruce Ave 2,300
0010 0003 2700 L 112X«fe 113X Applewood 3,000
0010 0003 5000 L 152X Berry Ave 3,900
0010 0003 5800 L/B 168X Berry Ave 15,900
0010 0003 6000 L 166X Berry Ave 4,400
0010 0003 6500 L 173X & 174X Plum Ave 4,200
0011 0002 0600 L 50 Sawyer Lake Road 8,700
0011 0002 1900 7B Birch Ave 2,600
0011 0002 2700 L 53C Lake Ave SL 4,400
0011 0002 5100 L7E0akAve 2,600
0011 0002 6000 LHHDock 4,400
0012 0002 3400 L 3K & 4K Sapwood Ave 8,400
0012 0002 3800 L 5L & 6L Sapwood 7,900
0012 0002 5400 L2N Bark Ave 4,400
0012 0002 6600 L 6V Hemlock Dr. Ext. 4,400
0012 0003 1700 L217X Pear Ave 7,400
0012 0003 2500 L 203X Peach Ave 3,900
0012 0003 3800 L 1 82X & 1 83X Plum Ave 7,100
0014 0004 2500 L 45S Hemlock Drive/34T Fox Dr 11,000
0014 0004 3800 L 26T Fox Dr 4,400
0014 0004 5400 L 21F Fox Dr/14V & 15V Deer Dr 8,700
0014 0004 7000 L 16V Deer Dr 3,600
0014 0004 7400 L 21V Deer Run 4,600
0014 0005 3300 L 266X & 267X Laurel 3,000
0014 0005 4200 L 234X Grape Ave 2,300
0014 0005 4800 L 244X & 243X Grape Ave 9,200
0014 0005 5600 L 211X & 212X Pear Ave 8,600
0023 0001 0800 L 100W Hemlock Drive 7,900
0023 0001 3200 L 68S Hemlock Drive 8,500
0023 0001 3400 L 65S & 66S Hemlock Drive 9,200
0023 0001 4400 L 52T Fox Dr 3,700
0023 0001 4900 L 59T Fox Dr 3,600
0023 0001 5500 L 50F & 52F Fox Dr 8,600
0023 0001 6100 L45F&46FFoxDr/41VDeerDr 5,400
16
0023
0045 0049 0000 L A80 & A8 1 Lake Street/A97 Sagamore 6,800
0046 0009 0000 L Recreation Lot 3,600
0046 0010 0000 L A7 & A8 Woodhill Drive 6,400
0046 0017 0000 Woodhill Drive East 6,600
0046 0019 0000 L Al 7 Woodhill Drive East 6,100
0046 0025 0000 L A33 & A34 Woodhill Drive 6,400
0046 0029 0000 L A9 Lake St/A 10 Woodhill Drive 4,800
0046 0036 0000 L 103W «fe 106W Valley Shore Drive 9,300
0046 0038 0000 L 101W Valley Shore Drive 7,500
0046 0046 0000 L 93W Valley Shore Drive 9,500
0046 0049 0000 L 50, 85S & 86S Valley Shore Drive 7,200
0046 0052 0000 L 53 & 54 Valley Shore Drive 6,200
0046 0054 0000 L 55 Valley Shore Drive 5,500
0046 0059 0100 L 96S Valley Shore Drive 5,500
Town Owned & Utilized Parcels:
L Gale Road Town Forest 46,600
LB Rte 1 07/Transfer Station 23,200
LB Rte 107, Academy/Library 413,100
LB Currier Hill Rd Highway Dept. 1 8,000
L Off Howard Rd Conservation 1 0,800
LB Lake Rd Crystal Lake Park 94,800
L Lake/Pine Rds Gravel Pit 66,300
LB Elementary School Rte 140 4,002,100
LB Stage/White Oaks Road Hwy 1 03,300
LB Rte 140 Town Hall 230,300
L/B Church St. Highway Dept. 1 3,000
L Loon Pond Beach/Boat Ramp 1 8,500
L Wilson Hill Road, Grange 49,000
Guinea Ridge Road Cemetery 9,800
L Friends Cemetery Rte 140 14,200
L Friends Cemetery Rte 140 11 ,400
L Copp Cemetery Rte 1 07 11 ,900
Crystal Lake Road Cemetery 10,800
Hillside Cemetery, Edgerly Road 1 1 ,500
Buzzell Cemetery Shellcamp Rd 13,300
Other Town Owned Parcels:
0004 0011 0000 Sargent Road 13,200
0004 0011 0200 Diirrell Mountain Road 14,900
0015
0004 0011 0500 Sargent Road 17,900
0008 0004 0000 L Middle Rte/Rogers Road 29,000
0013 0015 0000 Sargent Road 24,400
0013 0023 0700 L 3 & 1 1 Sawtooth Road 10,400
0015 0009 0800 L Off Guinea Ridge Road 2,900
0022 0015 0000 L Canaan Road 9,300
0023 0002 0000 L Adjacent SL Dam 22,100
0023 0004 0000 L Land Behind SL 3,200
0025 0008 0000 L Backland off Rt. 1 07 800
0025 0015 0000 LRtel07N 8,400
0026 0029 0008 Currier Hill Road-Foundation Only 5,400
0027 0053 0000 L Off Howard Road 33,700
0029 0001 0000 LRte 140/MiddleRte 12,200
0029 0003 0000 L Rte 140/Middle Rte 19,300
0029 0067 0000 L N/S Rte 140, Harold Lock 9,000
0035 0004 0000 L Route 140 25,900
0035 0019 0000 L Route 140 18,300
0035 0027 0000 L 1 Route 140 S/S 17,500
0039 0011 0000 L Mountain Road 3,900
0040 0002 0000 L Rte 1 06/South Road 9,200
0040 0015 0000 L South Road 32,100
0040 0029 0000 L SE/S Route 106 25,700
0040 0031 0000 L Route 106 17,700
0043 0025 0000 L Lot 1 Aliens Mill Road 37,100
0045 0002 0000 L Meadow Pond Road 5,500
0046 0026 0000 L Backland adjacent VS 9,500
0046 0072 0000 L Meadow Pond Road 1,200
0050 0055 0000 L Off Stage Road 3,700
0053 0002 0000 L Backland off Elm Street 1,200
0053 0012 0000 L Backland off Elm Street 200
0053 0017 0000 L E/S Elm St/Cor. River Road 2,600
0056 0028 0000 L N/S Loon Pond Road 13,900
0056 0029 0000 L S/S Loon Pond Road 32,900
0060 0015 0000 L Off Stage Road 6,900
0060 0016 0100 L Backland Ayers Brook 3,300
0060 0017 0000 L Off Oilman Road 4,600
0060 0065 0000 Geddes Road 7,200
0063 0009 0000 L NW/S Old Range Rd Edge CI 37,100
0063 0011 0000 L John French Road 5,700
0063 0026 0000 Wilson Hill Road 2,300
0063 0074 0000 L SW/S Pancake Hill Road 1,600
0064 0012 0000 L Geddes Rd/Frank Foss Rd 20,100
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0064 0015 0000 L Pine Hill Road 29,700
0070 0006 0000 L Park of Jail Pasture 5,300
0070 0008 0000 LRtel07N 4,000
0070 0040 0000 L South Road W/D 200
0070 0040 0100 L South Rd/Rte 106 900
0070 0044 0000 L Meadow Pond Road 300
0070 0050 0000 L Burke Road 26,400
0070 0053 0000 L Elm St Opp Bickford 200
0070 0056 3500 L Loon Pond Road 10,600
School Owned Parcel:
0051 0019 0000 L Suncook River/Old Stage 33,900
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INVENTORY OF THE TOWN OF GILMANTON
Total Taxable Valuation
Land, Buildings, Mobile Homes «& Trailers





Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Taxes
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members ofThe Board of Selectmen
Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire for the year ended
December 31, 1997, we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope
of our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements. Our
review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure and
should not be relied on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's ability
to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of management in
the financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation
of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk
that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements
being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course
of performing their assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable
conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily, disclose all reportable conditions that are also
considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls, no material
weaknesses in the Town's accounting systems and records were identified. Minor weaknesses or other
considerations coming to our attention were generally procedural in nature and dealt with administrative
or record keeping practices. In these instances, we made specific recommendations or provided
instruction to those individuals involved during the course of our audit fieldwork. Areas of opportunity
include:
Trust Funds - due to changes in GAAP reporting requirements, beginning in 1998, the trust investments
will be reported at market value. Like many communities, Gilmanton's records have been maintained on
the cash basis and income and expenses have been allocated in accordance with the cost basis of the
various trusts. Considering the difficulty of precisely restating trust balances, we recommend that an
allocation of the difference between cost and market values be made on a weighted average of time that
individual trusts have been held. This would establish a reasonable starting point for future allocations
of income and expenses on a unit basis.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the
administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of
public record.
JMl.





INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORTONFINANCIAL PRESENTA TION
To the Members of The Board of Selectmen
Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Gilmanton, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1997. These general-purpose financial statements are
the responsibility of management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
financial statements are fi-ee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed
assets account
group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is
the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Gilmanton, New
Hampshire has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described
in the preceding
paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
matenal respects,
the financial position of the Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1997, and the results
of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust fiinds for the year then
ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose
financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements and schedules
listed in the table
of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general-
purpose financial statements of the Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose
financial statements and, in
our opinion, is faidy presented in all material respects in relafion to the
general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole.




TOWN OF GILMANTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Balance Sheet - General Fund
December 31, 1997
All amounts are expressed in American Dollars.
ASSETS
Assets
Cash and Equivalents 1 86,959
Investments 2,172,286





















January 1, 1997 $ 2,077.00
Interest $ 58.23
Balance December 1, 1997 $ 2,135.23
PHASE II BUILDING FUND










REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
JANUARY 1, 1997 - DECEMBER 31, 1997
AUTO PERMITS
INSUFFICIENT CHECK






UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE FEES
VITAL RECORDS


























UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE FEES
VITAL RECORDS





















SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1997
TOWN OF GILMANTON
1997 1996
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - BEGINNING
OF YEAR:
PROPERTY TAXES $399,569.64
LAND USE CHANGE TAX
YIELD TAXES $2,268.00
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
PROPERTY TAXES $4,845,247.00
LAND USE CHANGE TAXES $ 1 0,970.00
YIELD TAXES $50,144.00
OVERPAYMENTS
PROPERTY TAXES $912.04 $4.61








SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31.1997
1996 1995 1995 1993
BALANCE OF UNREDEEMED TAXES
OF FISCAL YEAR $125,347.15 $68,011.69 $7,236.06
TAXES SOLD TO TOWN 03/18/97
INTEREST COLLECTED AFTER







DEEDED TO TOWN DURING YEAR
UNREDEEMED TAXES END OF YEAR
UNREDEEMED INTEREST END OF YEAR
MORTGAGEE NOTICE FEES





REPORT OF THE RECLAMATION TRUST FUND
JANUARY 1, 1997 -DECEMBER 31, 1997





BALANCE APRIL 1 , 1 997 $8,479.43
By a vote of the Town Meeting on March 11, 1997, it was
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1997
REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
Major changes in personnel have occupied the Selectmen during the past year.
We sadly bid farewell to our capable Administrative Assistant, Tammie Beaulieu, and
interviewed several candidates for that most vital position. We were fortunate to secure
the services of Kelley Collins, formerly Administrative Assistant in Fitzwilliam, who
brings significant experience in town management. Kelley has quickly learned about
Gilmanton's particular style of operation and has capably taken the reins.
Lynne Brunelle, who wears an incredible number of hats including secretary to
the Planning Board, Building Department, Conservation Commission, Trustees of Trust
Funds and prepares the Selectmen's minutes, needed more time for her young family.
That meant cutting back her hours and restructuring the work load. Cindy Bedford
resigned as Deputy Town Clerk but has stayed on part time in the Selectmen's Office
working on assessing. Our Executive Secretary, Pam Barriault, has also assumed
additional duties as Executive Secretary to both the Zoning Board of Adjustment and the
Historic District Commission. Along with the rest of the office staff, Pam has been cross-
trained, so everyone can cover each other in the event of illness or vacation. Debra
Comett joined Betty Smithers as Deputy Clerk/Tax Collector, also part time, and is
learning the many complex tasks of that dual position. We feel fortunate in obtaining the
services of Harold McArdle as Deputy Town Treasurer. Harold brings with him years of
experience in financial management, and has been a great help to our Treasurer, Evelyn
Forsyth.
Selectman Dave Allen moved to the Cape in late summer. The remaining
Selectmen appointed Frank Bosiak to fill out the remainder of the year. The 1998 Town
elections will choose a selectman to fill out the remaining year of Dave's term, as well as
filling one three-year term.
The Selectmen have moved forward on plans for closing the Town landfill,
probably within the next three years. We are negotiating purchase of two small parcels
adjacent to the landfill to accommodate a minor encroachment and create sufficient space
for a complete transfer station at the existing site. This is going to be an expensive
proposition ~ but unfortunately one we can put off no longer given State requirements.
Town Events signs were finally erected on the grounds of the Academy in
Gilmanton Corners and the Town Hall in the Iron Works. We look forward to seeing
Town activities announced on the new signs. After many fruitless attempts we were able
to locate the leak problems in the Academy roof Temporary repairs have been made, but
a new roof will be necessary by 1999.
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Progress on the E-91 1 project has been slow, but there is light at the end of the
tunnel. We received and approved the final road map in the fall. Then the location of all
buildings, as recorded by the computer, was put onto the map. George Twigg has
volunteered to head up the next task ~ to verify the location of each building in Town.
The onset of winter has slowed that process and George needs more volunteers. If you
can help, and have not already signed up, give the Town Office a call and we'll see that
your interest is forwarded to George.
Each Monday evening, when we meet, there are myriad major and minor matters
to be discussed and decided. The public is always welcome (except for occasions when
we must go into closed session to discuss sensitive persormel or legal matters.) We ask
for public input each meeting at or about 8:00. If you have a particular item you want to
bring to our attention, call for an appointment on the agenda or, if you prefer, use the
public input section of our meeting.
Carolyn W. Baldwin, Chairman
David H. Russell





During 1997 the fire department responded to a record number of 358 emergency
requests for assistance. A percentage of this increase was related to an agreement with the Town
of Bamstead to cover their community for emergency ambulance service from April 1 to July I
,
as they developed a paramedic level ambulance service. This has been a mutually-beneficial
relationship in the way our two departments work together and compliment each other when
resources are taxed.
In November we completed the Communities Public Protection Survey; this survey
turned out to be a two year process that resulted in lowering the community's fire insurance
rating. Gilmanton has received the lowest class rating of any community in Belknap County
without a municipal water system. (The lower the class the better the rating.) The study has given
the department a report card of sorts to identify areas that can be improved upon and areas that
we excel at. By conducting numerous drills, the fire department has developed some new
policies in providing fire protection to the community. This survey is also used by the insurance
industry to determine private and commercial fire insurance rates. Gilmanton, formerly rated a
9/9 community, (which is considered an unprotected class), dropped to a rated 4/10 community.
The importance of this rating change could mean lower homeowner and/or business insurance
rates and policy costs depending on how your insurance company already calculates these
figures. For some, no change, and for others this could mean a substantial savings, as much as 30
percent in your fire insurance protection.
In this year's fire department budget, you will find that the building and code
enforcement divisions have been separated from the fire department line items. In review of the
fire department with the Board of Selectmen, they requested to separate specific fire department
line items to better reflect activity and responsibility.
The building and code enforcement divisions have been a continuous growth area for the
community of Gilmanton. Land use issues, building code requirements, on site physical
inspections, and plan reviews are conducted on a daily basis by your full-time Fire Chief and
Deputy Chief A time study requested by the Board of Selectmen revealed that the Fire Chief
spends fifty percent of his time in building and code enforcement and that the Deputy Chief spent
about nine percent in these areas. After weighing the options of separating the building and code
enforcement from the fire department, it was decided to keep the functions within the department
and ask the community to add an additional firefighter/EMT. This position would become
available on July 1 , 1 998 and would be responsible to cover areas within the fire department that
are in need of attention. Specifically this would include coordination of the department's training
program, coverage for all vacation/sick/over-time by the present full-time staff, and ensure that
two licensed ambulance attendants are available during the weekdays. This position would be the
most cost effective solution.
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The Gilmanton Fire Department continues to be supported by a very dedicated volunteer
call force. These men and women spend many hours of on-going training to give you the fire
fighting and emergency medical care skills that a quality service requires. All training programs
are provided at the fire station or usually within easy travel distance. In addition to providing
emergency services such as fire protection and suppression, emergency medical and rescue
services, the Gilmanton Fire Department is striving to become a community based service
organization. In order to do this, we need more volunteers. Anyone who is interested in
becoming a member or if you are interested in finding out more about the Gilmanton Fireman's
Association, you are invited to attend any meeting of the fire department. Our membership
meeting is held the first Monday of each month at the Iron Works Fire Station at 7:00 p.m., or
you can contact Chief Clough at the fire station Monday through Friday at 364-2500.
In closing I would like to thank the members of the fire department and their families.
These members continue to be the backbone of the organization and as a community we are very
fortunate to have such a fine group of professionals. Additionally, we appreciate the continued
community support of the fire department programs. Lastly, we would like to acknowledge the
other town departments, committees and organizations that support us.
Please be sure to check and change your batteries in your smoke detectors at least
annually and please dispose of wood stove and fire place ashes safely. Let's all look forward to a
fire safe and healthy year.
Respectfully submitted.
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the
fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands,
Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest
fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and
timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2,400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the state. Each
town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with
forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1 997 fire season was a safe period
for wildland firefighters with no major injuries reported. The drought conditions experienced
during the early summer months was a significant factor resulting in the total number of fires
reported during the season.
The State of New Hampshire operates 1 5 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft
patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire
departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and keeping the loss
of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
1997 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires reported thru December 23, 1997)




If I was to describe this year in one word, it would be "transition." We were in a constant state of
flux with the resignation of personnel, the hiring of personnel and the implementation of a new
computer system and programs.
Part Time Officers Richard Bolduc and Leonard "Jack" Schaffnit resigned after many years of
distinguished service to the Town of Gilmanton. Officer Bolduc has taken a full time position
with the Bamstead Police Department and Officer Schaffnit has returned to the Laconia Police
Department due to the phasing out of his summer duties here. Pamela Muzzey, who managed
our clerical duties, resigned and took her exceptional skills to the Gilmanton Elementary School.
A special thanks to these people for years of service to the Town of Gilmanton.
This year we hired Officer Terrence Morgan to round out our compliment of full time officers to
four. The hiring and search process took several months to complete, but we were fortunate to
hire Officer Morgan who is a "Full Time Certified Police Officer." This aspect alone has saved
the Town considerable money by not having to train him at the New Hampshire Police Academy.
At last, we have recently hired Robin Bonan who is taking over our clerical duties.
Our records system this year has been as equally in flux. Last year we budgeted to upgrade our
computer system and to purchase a commercial law enforcement software system. At the same
time, we were applying for a federal grant to upgrade this system, with the hopes that our grant
would be accepted and we would not have to use all the funds budgeted. Fortunately, our grant
was accepted and we were able to return to the town about $3500.00 from that account.
This year we will be operating the new system and be on line with the computers at the Belknap
County Sheriffs Department so that we will have the most current information in a timely
manner. Briefly, the new system has three components, which consists of a records package, a
call for service package and an administrative package. This system will allow the department to
be more efficient at what it does. If there is a down side to this, it is the fact that we have not
blended the old system with it, so that I cannot accurately report the departments annual activity.
I look forward to doing that again, next year.
Briefly, here are a couple of cases that were disposed of this year. Our staff spent hundreds of
hours investigating and ultimately bringing to a close a significant mail fraud case that involved
thirteen different states and the fraudulent acquisition of over $200,000.00 from victims in these
states. We worked closely with the U.S. Postal Service and the U. S. Attorneys office to obtain a
federal conviction in this case. We sought and obtained a conviction in a violent domestic
violence case in Sawyer Lake. These are but a few of the 1600 plus calls we have investigated.
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The department trained in the areas of hostage negotiations, firearms instruction, internal affairs
investigation, preventing violence in the work place, photography, DWI enforcement, and
accident investigation.
This year a highway safety committee was established to assist the department with safety
concerns for the writing of grant funds. They have also been instrumental in identifying areas in
town that might pose a safety hazard to traffic, pedestrians and our school children. They were
instrumental in changing the passing lane in front of the school to a no passing zone and reducing
the speed zone there during school hours. The committee was active with the department with a
Bike Rodeo put on at the school for the youngsters of our community.
Due to the effort of Sgt. Baiocchetti, the department has its own web site and can be visited at
http://unix.worldpath.net/~va3/gpd.htm
We have been on the "web" since 1996 and are one of two original departments in the state to
have a department web page. The page explains the history of the department, its personnel and
is a working tool for the community. There are help pages on "how to deal with harassing phone
calls," "how to apply for a pistol permit or house check," "what to do if you are involved in an
accidenf or "stopped by the police" and you will find some of our local ordinances there. This
year we have received some concerns about "Internet safety," so we have dedicated a page to
this. In conjunction with this we have published a pamphlet titled "The Internet and Your
Family" which has hints to help adults and children stay out of trouble while "surfing the net."
These pamphlets can be picked up at the Academy, Town Hall or the School. We are constantly
upgrading the information on the web page and find it useful to the community to learn about
their police department. In the last nine months there have been over 2600 visits to the site. If
you have suggestions for the page, let us know.
Officer Loren Ackerman continues to instruct our DARE program at the Gilmanton Elementary
School. He was certified this year by the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training
Counsel as a firearms instructor. He will be heading up that area of training for the department.
In closing, I would like to thank my staff for being resilient during this transition and to the
community for helping us to do our job.
Respectfully submitted,




Highway Agent: Robert L. Potter Jr., Foreman : Charles Thurber, Paul Perkins, and
Andrew Stockwell.
The Highway Department consists of four full-time employees and subcon-
tractors to complete the daily tasks. In the winter we are challenged with snow and ice
storms, doing our best to keep up with the conditions. This year the Board of Selectmen
adopted, and is enforcing a No-Parking ordinance in order for us to complete our jobs
effectively. It is very difficult for the plow trucks to do their job when they are unable to
travel the roads due to a vehicle left in the right of way. Neighbors get very upset when
they can't travel the road because of ignorance. When you have to leave your vehicle
please park it in a neighbor's driveway when possible. If the police department is
notified they will have your vehicle towed away at your expense. The police department
can also enforce the Snow Obstruction Ordinance. If you, or the contractor plowing your
driveway leaves snow in the traveled portion of the right of way. This is very hazardous
to the public, and could cause an accident if a vehicle hits the obstruction. We're also on
a low salt usage in the town, and ice is a problem without having frozen lumps to make
roads even rougher.
Once again this spring we received a "muddy" holiday season. In most typical
years there is one mud season. This year we seemed to be fortunate to have at least four,
one for every month starting in January, and ending in April. When we are hit with warm
days, rain, and melting snow, the roads turn to soup "literally". Then with a large
volume of traffic to help create rutting, makes the roads look like a mud bog. This
becomes very costly to the gravel budget and takes many hours of work restoring the road
to a passable condition, allowing time to dry out. This is one of the reasons for ditching
the roads, to allow the water to drain into areas away from the road.
This year summer projects were completed starting on Sawtooth Road. We
completed the culvert at the last brook near the asphalt road where it dead ends. In this
area we also widened, and lowered the hill for safety and maintenance. The fill from the
hill went into the area over the culvert to bring the elevation up six feet for better
visibility and easier maintenance. Our next project consisted of widening the Stone Road
from the end near Old Stage Road up to the Smith Meeting House road to improve
visibility, drainage, and enhance public safety. The next project was on Hatch Road
where we added to an existing concrete culvert to widen the traveled way to improve
safety. The last project was on the Middle Route where we blasted ledge, widened the
old road bed, added 18"-24" of base gravel and 6" of crushed 1 1/2" processed gravel,
and a 2" base layer of asphalt. The base asphalt will be completed in the summer of
1998 up to the intersection of Leavitt Road.
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I would like to thank everyone for there cooperation, and patience in times when
everyone seems to be in a rush to get there!! "Thank you from the highway employee's".
Respectfully Submitted,






Charles "Bill" Thurber Paul Perkins Andrew Stockwell
Foreman
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Wheelabrator Concord Company Service Fees $2,079,236
2. Rebates and Reconciliation 68,000
3. Bypass Disposal Cost Reserve 125,000
4. Franklin Residue Landfill
a. Operation and Maintenance $788,771
b. Bond and Loan Payments 418,846
c. Expansion Sinking Fund 84,000
d. Closure Fund 170,303
e. Long Term Maintenance Fund 28,000
f. Emissions Control Sinking Fund 1,453.000
2,942,920
5. Cooperative Expenses, Consultants & Studies 394,702
TOTAL 1998 BUDGET $5,609,858
6. Less - interest, surplus, recycled tons, communities over GAT,
and refinancing credit applied to 1998 Budget f 1.209.0001
Net to be raised by Co-op Communities $4,400,858
1998 GAT of 1 15,807 and Net Budget of $4,400,858=Tipping Fee of $38.00 per ton
We are happy to report to all member communities that 1997 marked the eighth complete year of
successful operations. Some items which may be of interest follow:
The 1998 budget reflects a reduction in the tipping fee to $38.00 per ton. This is the fourth
consecutive year the Cooperative has been able to either lower or maintain the tipping fee.
The waste delivered to the Wheelabrator facility this year was 119,942 tons. That represents an
increase of 718 tons over 1996, or a .6% increase. The amount of trash delivered continues to rise
as predicted.
A total of 65,505 tons of ash were disposed of at the Franklin ash monofill. Things continue to
operate well at the ashfill. Phase III Stage I is being filled at this time. This most recent expansion
(1996) will provide disposal capacity for the next eight years.
Currently the Cooperative is in the process of negotiating the costs of an emissions retrofit at the
Wheelabrator Facility. This retrofit must be in place by January 2001 to meet EPA regulations.
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GILMANTON PLANNING BOARD
The past year has seen a moderate increase in subdivision and site plan activity with 1
1
applications processed to final approval. However, two of the applications were significantly
more involved in size and complexity than is normally the case.
A subdivision creating 1 1 new residential lots on Burke and Stone Roads was approved in the
spring and may be a harbinger of renewed subdivision activity after a relatively flat economy in
the early 1990's. The Planning Board is reviewing new options to help insure that if subdivision
activity increases to the level of the late 1980's that the resulting demand for new and upgraded
roads, bridges and related infrastructure will not create an excessive burden on the town. The
goal is to insure that those who create economic initiatives be required to pay a fair and
proportionate share of the economic impact imposed on local taxpayers.
A major commercial subdivision and two related site plans were granted conditional approval in
the Business District located on the northerly end of Route 106 near the Belmont Dog Track. If
the applicant's plans and aspirations come to fruition, this could become the locus for a major
group of light industrial and small office buildings in the Business District with a resulting
expansion in the town's tax base and welcome reduction in the tax rate. (AKA tax relief for
residential property owners).
At the 1 997 March Town Meeting, the Board proposed ten ordinance amendments in recognition
of the fact that market forces and technology were more than putting pressure on the environment
in which our ordinances and regulations must fiinction. The Board is grateful for the support that
your positive support provided in approving them. This year a smaller number of amendments
are being proposed, but the Board is continuing to monitor changes in the environment and the
possible need for further refinements to the Town ordinances.
The Board meets regularly on the second Thursday of each month at the Gilmanton Academy,
7:30 p.m. (check the Suncook Valley Sun and Laconia Citizen for agendas).
Parting thought for those contemplating a quality of life move from the city to the country: "If
brutal honesty, real life experiences and the rich wisdom of rusticated neighbors don't appeal to
you, you will not like rural America."
Respectfully Submitted,
George Twigg, III, Chairman Sarah C. Thome, Vice Chairman
Nancy L. Girard Felix J. Barlik, Jr.
Gilbert D. Boyd, Jr. Geoffrey U. Rendall
Frank C. Bosiak, Sr. Ann A. Bosiak
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GILMANTON HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Gilmanton Historic District Commission is charged with the responsibility of
maintaining the architectural integrity of the two Historic Districts which the Town has
established - the Gilmanton Comers District and the Smith Meetinghouse District. When
any new construction or exterior modifications are proposed for properties within the
Districts, property owners are required to make application to the Commission for a
Certificate of Approval.
The Commission meets regularly on the first Tuesday evening on each month at 7:30
p.m. at the Academy to review applications which have been submitted and to transact
other business. During 1997, the Commission reviewed eight applications and issued
eight Certificates of Approval.
To keep property owners informed of the regulations and the process for approval, the
Commission has sent copies of the regulations to all the property owners in both Districts
and also periodically sends out reminder letters. A copy of the regulations and list of
properties has also been recorded at the Belknap County Registry of Deeds so that any
time a property transfer occurs, new owners will be aware of the existence of the
Districts.
The Commission welcomes attendance at any of its meetings and is always open to input




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment held a total often meetings in 1997. Of the twenty-one
applications submitted, 7 Appeals of Administrative Decision were granted; one was
denied. Five Variances were granted; one was denied and two were tabled. Eight Special
Exceptions were granted; one was denied. Last year's Appeal to the Superior Court on a
Variance denied was decided in favor of the Town of Gilmanton.
All meetings are open to the public. Regular meetings are usually held on the third
Monday of each month and all residents of Gilmanton are invited to attend. Presently
there are member vacancies, and any person interested in becoming a member of the
Board is encouraged to contact the Selectmen.
Respectfully submitted,







The Commission would like to welcome three new Commissioners this year.
They are Kip Richardson, Nancy Stearns and James Munsey.
The addition of these new members adds more energy to the proposed trail
network for this Town. If you have any concerns or questions, please feel free to contact
any Commission member.
The Commission has been able to monitor several easements in Town. This
activity is preparing the Commission to handle newer conservation easements. If the




HIDDEN VALLEY SCOUT RESERVATION
DANIEL WEBSTER COUNCIL
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Hidden Valley Scout Reservation has been a part of Gilmanton for many years, first starting as a
private camp and then owned and operated by Norumbega Council, BSA of Newton,
Massachusetts. In 1972 the property was purchased by the Daniel Webster Council, BSA, and
now serves youth from New Hampshire and surrounding areas. We extended our service by
providing summer camp program opportunities to disabled children for the Easter Seal Society of
New Hampshire in the early '90's.
Several years ago the Daniel Webster Council joined with the Land Conservation Investment
Program of the State of New Hampshire in granting a conservation easement over the Hidden
Valley property which included Camp Bell (formerly Camp Leo). The conservation easement
helps to preserve forever the wilderness setting over the property and assures a wonderful
experience and setting for youth programs. Along with adjacent properties in conservation
easements there is now over 5,000 acres preserved as a wilderness area in the Belknap region.
The conservation easement further entitles public access for hiking, mountain biking, cross
country skiing, snow shoeing and snow mobiling over the trail system of the camp. We have
worked over the last several years with local snow mobile groups to open trail 22 connecting the
area to major snow mobile corridors. Motorized wheeled vehicles are prohibited on the property.
Hunting is allowed during the season and hunters are required to check in with the Ranger Staff.
Trail maps are available at the Ranger's office at the camp entrance off Alton Mt. Road. All
visitors are asked to sign in at the Ranger's office.
1997 marked a significant step forward in the opening of our new Dining Facility. Made
possible through donations of benefactors across the state, we are now able to provide
professional food service to our campers in a comfortable camp setting. The Hidden Valley
Committee is grateful for the support and advice we received from Jim Clough, as Town
Building Inspector, and Clem Lyons, Belknap Conservation Commission, representing the town
on site development issues.
The Hidden Valley Property Committee, at the request of the Town Planning Board, has been
working with the Lakes Region Planning Commission to study traffic patterns approaching the
camp. We are concerned with the traffic being generated by the camp. The committee's goal
will be to present routing proposals to the Planning Board and Selectmen by this spring.
Hidden Valley is happy to have and continue to support Gilmanton by offering its facilities for
Winter and COPE Programs to the school, the property for fire department training experiences
and police for shooting range qualifications. We have and plan to continue to support Gilmanton
through annual donations to the Fire Department, the Town of Gilmanton, property taxes and
timber harvest taxes.





REPORT OF TOWN BUILDINGS COMMITTEE
Projects continued to be accomplished at the Academy and the Old Town Hall during
1997. The wainscoting, trim and doors in the auditorium of the Academy were refmished
and the two remaining recommendations of installing and finishing new oak flooring and
improving the overhead lighting will finally make this area a much more functional room
for meetings and events. Flooring in the first floor hallways were refinished, the first
time since the completion of the renovation of the building.
Private donations to the Phase II fiand have made it possible to accomplish many projects
at both town buildings. This year a generous donation made it possible to insulate the
area between the first and second floors at the Old Town Hall. This will help to reduce
heating costs generated by the use of the first floor during the winter months. Baseboard
was installed in the auditorium at the Old Town Hall and later painted by volunteers.
Carpentry and materials were paid with Phase II funds. Stage curtains were purchased
and installed, made possible by a generous donation to On Stage Theater Company.
Thank you to all those whose hard work and generosity have made these projects happen.
Recently we lost a dear fiiend and member of the Tovm Buildings Committee. Sarah
Harris, who died December 1997, contributed so much to this committee and to the Town
of Gilmanton wdth her time, energy, ideas, enthusiasm and generosity. Thank you Sarah





LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
The Lakes Region Planning Commission is a voluntary, non-profit association of local
governments formed for the purpose of bringing area municipalities together. By associating and
pooling resources, local governments have access to a highly trained professional staff for a wide
variety of services. The LRPC works to benefit the member communities and the region overall.
The LRPC has expertise in land use and transportation planning, master planning, environmental
planning, capital improvement programming, economic and community development, housing,
fiscal and environmental impact analysis, geographic information systems, household hazardous
waste collections, engineering and site plan review. Circuit rider planning and public facilitation
services are also available from the Commission.
Your support helps the LRPC maintain a regional presence working on behalf of all local
governments in the Lakes Region. Over the past year the LRPC:
Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where practicing attorneys
provide a legal perspective on local planning, zoning and other municipal issues.
Presented a public workshop for local land use boards and the public on the application of
biosolids.
Convened a public workshop on conservation open-space zoning for planning board
members and others interested in conserving the amount of open space in their
communities.
Completed and distributed a comprehensive update of the Lakes Region Transportation
Plan. The Transportation Plan is the policy document which supports additions to the
regional and state transportation improvement programs.
Completed and approved the 1997 Lakes Region Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP)
which prioritized local transportation projects. Submitted the TIP to the N.H. Department
of Transportation for consideration in the State Transportation Improvement Program, as
required under State Statute.
Represented the region on the N.H. Heritage Trail Advisory Committee.
Continued to update the digital regional land use map using geographic information
system technology.
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Lakes Region Planning Commission
1997 Annual Report
Page 2
Provided support and helped shape area economic development policy as a board member
of the Belknap County Economic Development Council. Received funding to support
regional economic development from the NH Community Development Finance
Authority.
Continued to monitor progress by the State that would lead to the opening of Governor's
State Park along Lake Winnisquam as a member of the Governor's State Park Advisory
Committee.
Served as the Lakes Region's data clearinghouse for U.S. Census, demographic and
statistical data. These data are available to community officials and the public.
Retained regional interest in locating a state sponsored conference facility in the Lakes
Region.
Provided support to the U.S. Americorps staff who focused on working with local land
owners on issues related to water quality and land management.
As part of the NH Rivers Management and Protection Program, the LRPC staffed the
Pemigewasset River Advisory Committee.
Completed a report that compares single-day household hazardous waste (HHW)
collections with permanent HHW collection facilities.
Established subareas of the Lakes Region as forums to discuss regional plarming issues.
Initiated a plarming process for the development of applications to the State
Transportation Enhancement Program.
Developed an informational brochure on Access Management techniques that
municipalities can use to improve vehicle movement and safety along our roadways.
Coordinated the 12th annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection, the largest single
day, multi-site collection in New Hampshire.
We look forward to serving Gilmanton in the future. Feel free to contact us at 279-8171
whenever we can be of assistance.
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Gilmanton Iron Works Library
Receipts
Balance on hand December 31,1 996
Town Appropriations
Gift for Children's Books
G.I.W. Assoc. Christmas Lights





















Balance on Hand $ 168.57
Alice M. Bean, Trustee
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GILMANTON CORNER PUBLIC LIBRARY
Receipts
Cash on Hand $ 39.33
1 997 Town Appropriation 1 ,000.00
Gifts ($150 for Children's Books) 250.00
$1,289.33
Payments
New Bank Checks $ 14.48
Books 678.85
Magazines 47.94
NH Electric Coop. 151.14
Eastern Propane Gas (Gas, Repairs, Labor) 150.99
Curtain Lining & Labor 67.00
Curtain Rods 23.95
Supplies 10.00







My deep appreciation goes to our volunteers Barbara Seibel, Helen Donaldson
and Linda Hebert for keeping the library open four days and one night each week. This
year I added a story hour on Saturday mornings and a challenging summer reading
program up to sixth grade enrolling sixteen children. There were 29 new library
members this year.
I wish to thank many of the Town people who helped and gave their support in
various ways. We have an updated encyclopedia thanks to Mrs. Janice Sawyer and her
children. You will see a freshly primed and painted library in the spring.
Brenda Howland, Trustee
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LOWER GILMANTON LIBRARY REPORT
Income
Balance on hand January 1 , 1 997













GILMANTON PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Gilmanton Parks and Recreation sponsored the July 4th dance again this year. A trip was
provided to Wallis Sands State Park for all Gilmanton children between ages 8 - 13 in
June.
The annual Memorial Day Softball game was held at Crystal Lake Park. Swimming
lessons were held in August at the park. We hired a park attendant, who was on duty
from June 1 through September 1, 1997. The band stand was painted and other clean up
and maintenance done to Crystal Lake Park. The pole bam at the park has been
converted into a skating rink again this year and is enjoyed by people of all ages.
Gilmanton Parks and Recreation Commission has erected a basketball hoop in the








Gilmanton Parks and Recreation Commission
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TRUSTEES OF CEMETERIES
Progress was made on several projects during 1997. Broken stones were repaired and
replaced at the Lougee Cemetery on Crystal Lake Road. Additional work was completed
within that cemetery to keep it clear of brush.
Major tree trimming was done at the Guinea Ridge Cemetery. This project has been
completed in several other cemeteries and we hope that such precautionary work will
prove most valuable when we're able to assess the damage caused by the early 1 998 ice
storm.
The front stone wall at Copp Cemetery on Route 107 was reset as was the north wall at
the Parson's Cemetery further south on Route 107.
During a review of a proposed subdivision on Old Stage Road, the Trustees were able to
obtain a permanent right-of-way to access the Cochran cemetery from the landowner.
Such permanent easements assure that access to cemeteries will always be available in a
location that's convenient to the landowner.
We especially want to thank Carl Moorehead this year for his dedicated work in the
cemeteries. One of our larger, and more unkempt cemeteries, the Kelley Cemetery in
Lower Gilmanton, was reclaimed to a mowable condition. This took a great amount of
time and effort on Carl's part and we're very appreciative to have found someone so
interested in helping us reclaim these sites.
In 1 998 we hope to begin the restoration of the front wall at the Tibbetts Cemetery on
Route 140 in the Iron Works.
We appreciate those who have donated their time in helping us maintain cemeteries in
their neighborhoods. We face some large cleanup projects as a result of heavy ice





BEECH GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand, January 1, 1997 $3,475.01




Direct Payments by Trustees of Trust Funds:
Norman Letoumeau,
Block opening of deteriorated vault 1 00.00
Donald C. Langley, Labor & Equipment 787.50
Carl Moorehead, cut wood, cut & remove brush 600.00
1,487.50
Paid by Association:
Trustees of Trust Funds,
Perpetual care portion on sale of lots (500.00)
Balance on hand, December 31,1997 $4, 1 1 9.60
Doris P. Jones, Treasurer
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PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1 , 1 997
Transferred from Savings Account
Received for care of lots not in perpetual care











The New Country Grainery
Stevens Construction Inc., Loam
Thomas A. Conlon-Caretaker-Contracted Labor & Equipment












Farmington National & Savings Bank, January 1, 1997
From Trustee of Trust Funds






Transferred to Checking Account





Balance, January 1, 1997 $1 ,554. 1
1
Income:
Trustee of Trust Funds $277.47
Interest - Laconia Savings 39. 1
1
Paid out:
State of New Hampshire $50.00





SMITH MEETING HOUSE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
1997
Receipts - New Work
Cash on hand, January 1, 1997:
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, INC.
The Economic Development Council is a volunteer citizen group organized to promote
economic development, growth and vitality in the community.




Community communication and information sharing
2. Citizen participation
Several local business people took part in various Economic Development Council
meetings and shared ideas on promoting their businesses, not only within the community,
but statewide as well. Many good ideas were developed from this information sharing.
The major undertaking of the Gilmanton Economic Coimcil, Inc. for 1997 was the
computer fair which was held Saturday October IS"* at The Gilmanton School. There
were a total of fourteen computer vendors and computer consultants along with two
internet service providers that took part in the fair. The majority of the participants were
from Gilmanton with the remainder from surrounding towns. Approximately 250 people
attended the fair. The fair was successful enough for participants to ask that the fair be
repeated next year.
Students from The Gilmanton School participated in a poster contest which was held in
conjunction with the fair to help promote the computer fair. There were many unique
poster entries. Chris Jennings had the winning poster for which he received a winter
jacket.
Mr. Steven D. Epstein, Revolving Loan Fund Manager for the Belknap County Economic
Development Council, was the featured speaker at the annual meeting. Mr. Epstein
explained how the Belknap County Revolving Loan Fund Operates and discussed the use
of Community Development Block Grant funds to support economic development
initiatives. Packets of information are available at the Selectmen's Office.
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LEGISLATURE - 1997
Much of the legislative year was spent on the biennial budget, complicated by less federal
money. We have a balanced budget and some new programs. For example, our dam problem
brought new and stricter regulations and inspections. Rules have been updated. HMO
regulations have been refined. From now on cigarette vending machines will be locked and
accessed only by store employees, who must check ID's for age. Teenage drivers have more
supervision before driving solo. To prevent the invasion of Zebra Mussels (coming into our
lakes on the bottom of boats), the legislature is studying better ways of inspecting and educating
boaters about the necessity of carefully cleaning their boats.
Snow early in November bodes well for a good season at Gunstock.
Education fimding and location as well as building of a prison will dominate the '98 session. On
the human services side, homelessness and health insurance coverage for the uninsured and
underinsured adults will be addressed.
Belknap County legislators are pleased with the new Nursing Home. Patients and families are
happy with the facility. Bonding costs were highest this year and will be less each ensuing year.
The old Nursing Home rooms have been revamped to accommodate the Sheriffs Department
and the County Extension Service.









THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
It's an honor to serve as your state senator from District 4. Over the past eight years, I
have had the pleasure of representing Alton, Bamstead, Farmington, Gilford, Gilmanton,
Laconia, New Durham, Pittsfield and Strafford. I look forward to continuing to make
your needs and concerns a priority in Concord in the years to come. For example, as a
member of the Finance Committee, I contribute to the process that crafts a balanced
budget for the state.
During the last session, some of our most important accomplishments included fiinding
statewide kindergarten and adding an additional ten million dollars to education. I
personally sponsored successful legislation that simplifies the process for companies that
remove lead paint from private dwellings. Another bill that passed creates a loan ftind for
small airports and cog railways to help with maintenance. Additionally, I spearheaded
the drive to upgrade the status of a task force representing the interests of children with
chronic illness to that of a Council. This increased stature wall help council members like
myself when we go to bat for children afflicted with such chronic health problems as
spina bifida.
The issues facing us in the current session are every bit as challenging. Resolving the
question of educational fiinding created by the Claremont case v^ll be a priority, but a
range of other issues will also receive attention. You can be sure that when the senate
deliberates on such issues as expanding the death penalty, continuing the deregulation of
the electric industry and constructing a new state prison, I will represent your interests to
the fiillest extent.
One of the things that helps to make me a more effective senator is hearing from my
constituents. Your input is invaluable to me whenever I propose legislation or deliberate
on how to vote. I encourage anyone with an idea or concern to call me. Thank you again
for placing your confidence in me as your state senator.
Sincerely,





Year Ending December 31j 1997
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GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT











Cheryl Stafford, Chairperson Term Expires 1 999
Hammond Brown Term Expires 1998
Ralph Forsyth Term Expires 1999
Garrett Graskamp Term Expires 1998
Jane Sisti Term Expires 2000
Superintendent of Schools
Stephen Russell, Ed. D.









Regular Meeting School Board
Second & Fourth Monday of Each Month at 7:30 p.m.
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1997 ANNUAL GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 22, 1997
The 1997 Annual Gilmanton School District Meeting was held at the Gilmanton School
March 22, 1997, commencing at 10.00 a.m. The meeting was called to order by the Moderator,
George Roberts, Jr. with the following School Board members present: Acting Chairperson Jane
Sisti, Ralph Forsyth, Hammond Brown, and Thomas O'Flaherty, Jr.
ARTICLE 1 : To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board, and fix the
compensation of any other officers or agents of the District as follows:
School District Treasurer: $ 1 ,000.00
School Board Chairperson $ 750.00
School Board Representative: $ 625.00
School District Moderator: $ 75.00
School District Clerk: $ 75.00
Article I was motioned to acceptance by Jane Sisti and seconded by Ralph Forsyth. Moderator
Roberts called Article 1 to a voice vote. Article 1 was adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
recently negotiated collective bargaining agreement reached between the Gilmanton School




and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,730 for the 1997-98 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those
paid in the prior fiscal year. (The School Board recommends adoption of this article. The
Budget Committee recommends adoption of this article.)
Article 2 was motioned to acceptance by Hammond Brown and seconded by Thomas
O'Flaherty, Jr. Moderator Roberts called for a voice vote. Article 2 as adopted by a majority
voice vote.
ARTICLE 3: To hear the report of the agents. Auditors, Committees and School Board
and pass any vote relating thereto.
No reports were presented. Moderator Roberts dispensed with Article 3.
ARTICLE 4: To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for salaries of school district officers and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District. (The School Board recommends approval of $3,984,649.
The Budget Committee recommends approval of $3,887,180.)
Stanley Bean, representing the Gilmanton Budget Committee, made a motion to set the
sum to be raised at $4,887,180. This was seconded by Peter Osier.
Jane Sisti, representing the School Board, made a motion to amend the original motion
and to raise the sum by $103,220, over the prior School Board recommended amount and bring
the total to $3,990,400. This motion was seconded by Ralph Forsyth.
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Discussion occurred concerning reasons for the increase. This was explained as increases
in the tuition rate to Gilford.
Other discussions, concerning the School Board cutting a position, class sizes, and the
language teaching position followed.
Janet Bretton made a motion to amend the amended figure, reducing the total of
$3,990,400 by $96,333. The motion to amend the amended figure to $3,894,067 was seconded
by Steve Godder. Janet Bretton suggested to the school board that this reduction could be made
possible by: reducing salaries of teachers by $55,000 by removing two additional teaching
positions in the First and Second grades; reducing the language teachers-additional days by
$15,200; reducing substitute salaries by $10,000; reducing conference and staff expenses by
$3,600; and reducing ADA (American Disabilities Act) by $9,533. Explanations of ADA
illuminated that ADA is federal law and mandated. Janet Bretton then withdrew that portion of
her motion, reducing ADA by $9,533.
Moderator Roberts called for a voice vote concerning the amendment to the amended
motion to reduce the figure to $3,894,067. The amendment to the amended motion failed by
voice vote.
Moderator Roberts called for a voice vote concerning the amendment to the main motion
to set the budget at $3,990,400. The chair was in doubt of to the result of the voice vote and
asked for a division vote. Article 4, as amended, was adopted by a division vote of the assembly.
ARTICLE V: To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
Jane Sisti, representing the School Board, opened a discussion concerning the balance of
the building project's outcome of Contingency Funds. The School Board asked for a straw poll
to procure the feelings of whether to return the funds to the town, or to utilize it for projects at
the Gilmanton School. The items for consideration were:
New Boiler
Total Cost for Additional Items $101,838
*$35,000 was appropriated last year to pay for materials. The total estimated cost to contract the
construction is $81,000.
Discussion occurred concerning the expenditure of funds. Moderator Roberts brought the
question to the voting public (unbinding), as a straw vote, that the School Board proceed with
expenditures outlined in report rather than return the entire sum back to the town. The straw vote
indicated that the voting public was in favor of the School Board utilizing Contingency funds on
said projects for the Gilmanton School as outlined in the report.
Thomas O'Flaherty offered his sincere wishes of health and recovery to Chairperson
Cheryl Stafford, who was unable to attend the School District Meeting. He also called
recognition to the Robert's family for dedicating the Christa McAuliffe print to the Gilmanton
School.
Jane Sisti discussed the results of the School Board Survey, which addressed possibilities
of which high school that the Gilmanton students might attend. Jane Sisti expressed that the
School Board's wish to have a straw poll on what possibilities the School Board should pursue.
Discussion occurred about the survey the land presently owned by Gilmanton for a future school
site, and other options available. Clarifications were made and questions answered by the School
Board and School Board Attorney Barbara Loughman.
Members of the voting public further discussed the need to create a committee to aid the
School Board in its examination of high school possibilities and options.
This request was motioned to a straw poll by a member of the voting public and seconaed
by Thomas O'Flaherty. Mr. O'Flaherty later requested that the moderator withdraw the motion.
Moderator Roberts withdrew the motion of a straw poll due to not enough specific information to
lead the voting public in a specific direction with the understanding that the School Board will
continue to examine all possibilities.
Jane Sisti asked the voting public to thank the Gilmanton Drama Club for offering and
operating babysitting services during the School District Meeting.
Having no further business to discuss, Moderator Roberts called for the meeting to
adjourn. The motion was moved and seconded by members of the voting public. The meeting





AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
August 1, 1997
To the Members of the School Board
Gilmanton School District
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Gilmanton
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1997 as listed in the table of contents.
These general-purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence support the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the
Gilmanton School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The
amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Gilmanton School District, as of June 30, 1997,
and the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial
statements of Gilmanton School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund
financial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-purpose financial statements of the
Gilmanton School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
presented in all material respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a
whole.
Plodzik & Sanderson Copies of the entire audit are available
Professional Association at the Superintendent of Schools Office
Administrative Offices, Harvard Street,
Laconia, New Hampshire
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GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT












FINANCIAL REPORT TO THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
SUBMITTED BY GILMANTON SCHOOL BOARD
JULY 1, 1996 - JUNE 30, 1997
EXPENDITURES
Elementary - General Fund
1 1 00 Regular Education Programs 1,119,819.29
1200 Special Education Programs 233,389.17
1400 Other Instructional Programs 26,804.23
2 1 20 Guidance and Attendance 30,799. 1
6
2130 Health 36,911.36
2 1 40 Psychological 9,600.00
2150 Speech Pathology 25,154.80
2210 Improvement of Instruction 18,273.26
2220 Educational Media 49,188.96
2310 School Board 17,250.36
2320 Office of Superintendent 58,309.04
2400 School Administration 131,938.58
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 241,107.84
2550 Pupil Transportation 125,230.56
2600 Other Services
Total - Elementary Expenditures General Fund "2,123,776.61
High School - General Fund
1 1 00 Regular Education Programs 1 , 1 34,065 .02
1200 Special Education 49,017.89
2140 Psychological 3,170.99
2310 School Board 6,060.95
2320 Office of Superintendent 20,486.96
2550 Pupil Transportation 88,791.81
Total High School Expenditures General Fund 1,301,593.62
District Wide - General Fund
1600 Adult Ed.
4000 Facilities Acquisition & Construction 33,515.50
5100 Debt Service (Land purchase included) 1 17,865.67
Transfer to Food Service 6,600.00
Total District Expenditures General Fund 1 57,98 1.17
Total Expenditures - General Fund 3,583,351.40
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REVENUES
Revenue from Local Sources - General Fund
1121 Taxes - Current Appropriation 3,298,937.00
1 1 22 Deficit Appropriation
1300 Tuition
1 500 Earnings and Investments 57,484.09
1600 Adult Ed.
1 990 Other Local Revenue 1 0,782.64
Total Revenue from Local Sources - General Fund 3,367,203.73
Revenue from State Sources - General Fund
31 10 Foundation Aid 83,939.51
3210 School Building Aid 9,000.00
3240 Handicapped Aid 35,349.90
Total revenue from State Sources - General Fund 128,289.41
Total General Fund Revenue 3,495,493. 14
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND SURPLUS
Total Fund Surplus 7/1/96 102,247.15
Plus Revenues (see above) 3,495,493.14
Less Expenses 3,583,351.40
Less Reserved for Encumbrances
Fund Surplus 6/30/97 14,388.89
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LETTER FROM THE SCHOOL BOARD
The past year has been an exciting and busy one. The School Board continues to develop
and expand a variety of goals on behalf of the students and citizens of Gilmanton as
reported last year. Our School Library is open to the public on Wednesday evenings.
Our staff is participating in a new self-evaluation program. We are updating and fine
tuning the District Education Improvement Plan. Teachers and Aids are committed to
long term professional development. Technology is playing a greater part in the revision
and development of curriculum. Our students continue to enjoy success in academic and
extracurricular endeavors. Town fathers, citizens and School Staff worked together to
help us through a crisis during the Ice Storm of 1998, and every day offers a new and
tantalizing opportunity to our students and each of us.
A large part of our efforts this year involved researching High School Options. We asked
the Gilford School Board to consider a Cooperative with Gilmanton three times with no
success.
Board members are participating in a joint effort with Gilford to study amending our
current AREA Agreement. We anticipate these efforts to continue through most of 1998.
Topics of discussion include voting representation on the Gilford Board; rental charges;
specifying and defining the tuition calculation process; options for Gilmanton students to
attend multiple schools; coordination of curriculum; after school services offerings;
changing the name of the school to indicate the participation of both towns; and possibly
a discussion of Gilmanton's investment in the GMHS infi-astructure.
We are also working with representatives from the Bamstead and Pittsfield School
Boards to develop a plan for a shared high school to serve students in the three
communities under the Joint Maintenance RSA 194:21. A Joint Maintenance Agreement
Contract was developed to enable the three school districts to build and maintain a four-
year high school. It will be submitted to voters in each of the three towns at the March
1998, District Meeting. This contract is the foundation for a Joint Maintenance High
School and specifies how operation of the high school would be structured, establishes
equal voting rights and ownership of the school, and structures the foundation for a
process to develop actual detail of a program of studies. In addition to the actual contract,
each town will submit a warrant for $20,000 (a total of $60,000) to share in the cost to
have an architect develop schematic drawings of a building so we may pursue bond
numbers and a bid package. We have already begun reviewing courses of study in high
schools throughout the state; and we are researching technological advances such as long
distance learning. Approval of the JMA contract by voters in each town will indicate
their interest in hearing more. The committee would then spend the next year developing
detailed curriculum, a plan for extra curricular activities, and the necessary plans for a bid
package. All of this information would be brought to the voters in March 1999.
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We have our work cut out for us and look for your support in all endeavors. Your School
Board is committed to these efforts and feels that we have made huge strides towards
providing the information on high school options that you, the voters, requested. We
believe we will have detailed options to present to you in March 1999, one year from





LETTER FROM THE GILMANTON SCHOOL STAFF
1996-97
The grand opening celebration of the school addition on March 10, 1997, was a crowning
achievement for the community of Gilmanton and marked the highlight of the 1996-97 school
year. Elizabeth Twomey, NH Commissioner of Education, and other dignitaries were on hand to
share in the moment. Many, many hours of sweat, debate, and joy came together to provide the
children and adults of the community with a school they can all be proud to call their own. A
collection of photographs were restored and framed and are on display through the cooperative
efforts of the school staff, alumni, and Historical Society.
The 1996-97 school year saw our school once again be a recipient of the NH Partners in
Education's Blue Ribbon Achievement Award for an exceptional and dedicated volunteer
program. Our volunteers performed over 1600 hours of service for our school!
Many programs continued to enhance the lives of our students during the 1996-97 school year.
The Drama Club converted our new gymnasium and music room into old London during their
production of Oliver. Our athletic teams continued to defeat their worthy opponents, while our
Student Council, GSPress . Chorus and Band, PTA, Team Advisory Groups (TAGs), School
Board, DARE, Health Services, Citizen of the Month and Year, SEADS (Student Enrichment
Activity Days), and School Sprit Week, Food Services, Technology Committee, and other
outstanding programs provided our community of learners with the opportunity to share their
knowledge and energy with others.
Our goals for the 1997-98 school year include: the implementation of a school-wide Character
Development Program; the creation of a town-school library connection with evening hours for
all community members (including our high school and college students); the continued
development of our curriculum, instruction and assessment strategies; the alignment of our
curriculum with the NH State Frameworks; and the piloting of an improved professional staff
evaluation system.
The school staff and I are proud to be involved with the children and families of this community,
and we are appreciative of the efforts of all those involved. We continue to look forward to
working together toward continuing to establish The Gilmanton School as an outstanding




SALARIES OF GILMANTON TEACHERS
1997-98
The following information is for the present school year - 1997-98.






























































































B - Bachelors (Includes additional course credits)
M - Masters (Includes additional course credits)
REPORT OF THE GILMANTON SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FISCAL ENDING JUNE 30, 1997
Receipts
Beginning Balance $ 757.00
Sale of Student Lunches 28,097.41
Sale of Student Milk 5,402.86
Adult Sales 3,107.95
Sale of Student Breakfast 609.25
A La Carte 5,857.00
Federal Funds 18,795.00
State Funds 6,757.00















AL AND ANNIE OILMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Following is that portion of Harold Oilman's Will which pertains to the Board of Education of
the Town of Gilmanton. The three percent figure is equivalent to somewhat more than
$3,000.00.
"To distribute three percent (3%) to the Board ofEducation ofthe Town ofGilmanton,
New Hampshire, to be invested by it and its successors, in their discretion, and the net
income therefrom to be given to a deserving child or children to be selected by the
Superintendent ofSchools ofthe Town ofGilmanton, New Hampshire, and his
successors, or other official ofsaid school having supervision ofsaid children in the
Town ofGilmanton, and to be known as the Al and Annie Gilman Memorial
Scholarship.
"
The 1997 Recipient was : Jamie Currier
HOWARD AND MARY OSLER SCHOLARSHIP
(Established March, 1978)
The 1997 Recipient was : Sarah Hebert
THE AMY J. SELLIN MEMORIAL FUND
The Amy J. Sellin Memorial Fund was created in May, 1973, by the late Thorsten Sellin, a long-
time Gilmanton resident, for the purpose of awarding the armual income to the student of the
graduating class of the Gilmanton Elementary School who "has achieved the best scholastic
record. Iftwo such students qualify equally, the award shall be equally divided between them."
The 1997 Recipient was : Kelly McCown
JEAN NELSON PARTRIDGE SCHOLARSHIP
In May of 1984, the Nelson family established an annual award to be given in memory of Jean
Nelson Partridge to an 8th grade student who exemplifies Jean's qualities of scholarship, average
or above, loyalty to family, friends, community and country; achievement in being kind, honest,
dependable and cooperative.
The 1997 Recipient was : Amanda Gordon
CLASS OF 1986 FUND
The Class of 1986 has donated money, the interest from which is to be awarded each year to a
graduating student chosen by the principal and who fits the following description: should be an
all-around person; should have average or better academic standing; should be active in at least
one sport/extra-curricular activity; is friendly, outgoing person with good sense of humor; is a
helpful citizen of the school, showing kindness to his/her peers, including positive peer
interaction.
The 1997 Recipient was : Rory Russell
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GILFORD MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
Students Attending Gilford High School
Residents of the Town of Gilmanton








































































GILFORD MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
Students Attending Gilford High School
Residents of the Town of Gilmanton










































































































































































































ECIA, Chapter I & II
Handicapped Programs





Total School Revenues &, Credits
District Assessment








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Gilmanton in the County of Belknap in said state,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notifled to meet at the Gilmanton Academy in said Gilmanton on
Tuesday, the Tenth day of March 1998, next at 7:00 of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE #1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE #2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1, Commercial Boat Storage,
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance. (The planning Board DOES
support this amendment):
To amend Article XVI, Zoning Regulations, to control the large scale winter storage of
boats that is not consistent with the Master Plan. This was suggested by the Selectmen.
YES NO
ARTICLE #3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2, Clarification and Additions
to Rules Governing Non-Conforming Uses, Lots and Structures, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Zoning Ordinance. (The Planning Board DOES support this amendment):
To amend Article VII, Zoning Regulations, to clarify from a code enforcement and land
owner perspective the conditions which require a Special Exception or Variance; to
require that a Special Exception be obtained before a non-conforming lot that meets all
the requirements of the ordinance, except for the minimum lot size, be used for building
purposes. Further, to require that relief from waterfront setback requirements be obtained
in the same manner as relief from other setback requirements. These amendments were
suggested by the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
YES , NO
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The following articles will be acted upon at the Gilmanton School on Saturday,
March 14, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
ARTICLE #4: To see what sum of money the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of Town Government and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the
municipality for the 1 998 fiscal year, exclusive of all other warrant articles. (Recommended by























ARTICLE #5: To see if the Tovm will vote to raise and appropriate the following pay increases
for elected officials, to be implemented July 1, 1998 along with hired employees' salary
adjustment:
Official's
ARTICLE #8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Eight
Thousand Dollars ($28,000) to be placed in Capital Reserve for the following items:
(Recommended by Selectmen $28,000; Recommended by Budget Committee $33,000)
Selectmen's Budget Committee
Recommendation Recommendation
Bridge Fund $ 5,000
Assessing Update $ 8,000 $ 8,000
Tax Mapping $ 20.000 $ 20.000
TOTAL $ 28,000 $33,000
ARTICLE #9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Four
Thousand ($74,000) to establish Capital Reserve ftinds for the following purposes:
(Recommended by Selectmen $74,000; Recommended by Budget Committee $48,500)
Selectmen's Budget Committee
Recommendation Recommendation
Rescue/Command Vehicle (Fire Dept) $ 16,000
Refurbish 9M4 (Fire Dept) $15,000 $10,000
Refurbish Rescue/Ambulance (Fire Dept) $ 10,000 $ 5,500
Loader (Highway Dept) $ 25,000 $25,000
One Ton Truck highway Dept) $ 8.000 $ 8.000
$ 74,000 $48,500
ARTICLE #10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($125,000) to create a Capital Reserve Fund for the closure of
the current Landfill and for construction of a Transfer Station. The source of these funds will be
Sixty-Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($62,500) from December 31, 1997 unreserved fund
balance and Sixty-Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars from 1998 taxation. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen; Budget Committee recommends raising and appropriating $75,000 with
$70,000 coming from December 31, 1997 unreserved fund balance and $5,000 from 1998
taxation; otherwise their recommendation is 0.)
ARTICLE #11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Four
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($24,500) for the purpose of acquiring approximately two acres
of land in two separate transactions for additional space needed at the current landfill facility in
order to properly accommodate a Transfer Station. The source of these funds will be Twelve
Thousand Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($12,250) from the December 31, 1997 unreserved fund
balance and Twelve Thousand Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($12,250) from the 1998 taxation.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen; Budget Committee recommends $24,500 from
December 31, 1997 unreserved fund balance; otherwise their recommendation is 0).
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ARTICLE #12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($20,500) for the purpose of purchasing a new Police Cruiser.
(Recommended by Selectmen $20,500; Recommended by Budget Committee $20,500).
ARTICLE #13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighteen
Thousand Dollars ($18,000) to purchase the following capital equipment for the Highway
Department:
One - Ton Sander $ 6,000
Ten Foot Sander $12,000
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen; Recommended by Budget Committee).
ARTICLE #14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($225,000) for the engineering and replacement of the bridge at
Stone Road over Ayers Brook (NH Bridge No. 1 19/043). The source of these funds will be One
Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars ($180,000) (80%) from the State of New Hampshire's
Municipal Managed Bridge Program, $15,000 from 1998 taxation; $15,000 from December 31,
1997 unreserved ftmd balance and $15,000 to be withdrawn from the existing capital reserve
frind established by the 1995 town meeting for the replacement of bridges. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen; Not recommended by Budget Committee). NOTE: Article #13 & #14 are
meant to offer voters a funding choice. It is not the intent to pass both articles.
ARTICLE #15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($225,000) for the engineering and replacement of the bridge at
Stone Road over Ayers Brook (NH Bridge No. 1 19/043). The source of these funds will be One
Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars ($180,000) (80%) from the State of New Hampshire's
Municipal Managed Bridge Program and Forty-Five Thousand Dollars ($45,000) from
December 1997 unreserved fund balance. (Not recommended by Board of Selectmen;
Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE #16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Dollars ($3,000) in support of the Gilmanton Youth Organization. ($2,000 for
insurance for each child who participates and $ 1 ,000 team sponsor for three sports with uniforms
and equipment). (Recommended by Board of Selectmen; Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE #17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety-Seven
Thousand One Hundred Fifty-One Dollars and Forty-One Cents ($97,151.41) to be added to
Highway Block Grant Aid for Road Improvements. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen;
Recommended by Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE #18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty
Thousand Dollars ($60,000) for expenses incurred for Ice Storm 1998 and further to authorize
the Selectmen to apply for, accept and disburse Federal Emergency Management (FEMA) grant
money, as any matching ftjnds from the State of New Hampshire, with the remaining balance
coming from December 31, 1997 unreserved fund balance. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen; Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE #19 By Petition. To see if the Towoi will vote to present a replica of the Boston
Post Cane to a new recipient no longer than four weeks after being notified of death of present
recipient and to keep the original Boston Post Cane in show case at Town Hall.
ARTICLE # 20: By Petition. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen
to sell by Quitclaim Deed Tax Map: 0039, Lot: 0011, Location: L Mountain Road to James J.
Munsey, for the sum of $1000.00, on such terms as the Selectmen deem just.
ARTICLE #21: By Petition. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen
to sell by Quitclaim Deed Tax Map: 0040, Lot: 0029, Location: SE/S Route 106 to Audrey M.
Woodard, for the sum of $5,000.00 on such terms as the Selectmen deem just.
ARTICLE #22: To see if the Tovm will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey, by
Quitclaim Deed, property currently owned by the Town of Gilmanton knovm as Map 48, Lot 31
to John and Aim Herrick for consideration of the cleanup of said lot completed in Summer 1997.
ARTICLE #23: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey, by
Quitclaim Deed, property currently owned by the Town of Gilmanton known as Map 26, Lot 29-
08 on such terms as the Selectmen deem just.
ARTICLE #24: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to change the deadline
for filing an application for an elderly exemption to August 1, prior to the setting of the tax rate.
ARTICLE #25: To hear the reports of any Committees chosen and pass any votes relative
thereto.
Given under our hands and seal this 9"^ day of February, in the year of our Lord Nineteen
Hundred and Ninety Eight.
Carolyn W. Baldwin, Chairman
Frank C. Bosiak
David H. Russell
Board of Selectmen of Gilmanton
A True Copy of Warrant Attest:
Carolyn W. Baldwin, Chairman
Frank C. Bosiak
David H. Russell





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 4901
1
01-4901 1-730-98 LAND ACQUISITION/LANDFILL
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49011 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4901 LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS:::
FUNCTION 49022
01-49022-760-98 CAPITAL OUT/PD 1998 CROWN VIC
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49022 :
FUNCTION 49024
01-49024-740-95 CAPITAL OUTLAY - GH/HWY SHED
01-49024-740-98 CAP OUTLAY-HWY SANDER/TRACTOR
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49024 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4902 MACHINERY, VEHICLES & EQUIP:::
FUNCTION 49091
01-49091-730-98 STONE ROAD BRIDGE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49091 :
FUNCTION 49092
01-49092-730-97 PETITION-SKATING RINK
01-49092-731-98 SALARY ADJ.- ELECTED(ARTICLE)
01-49092-732-98 SPEC ARTICLE-GYO
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49092 :
FUNCTION 49094
01-49094-730-97 CAPITAL OUTLAY-RD BETTER MATCH
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49094 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4909 IMPROVEMENTS OTH THAN BLDGS:::
FUNCTION 49150 TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL RESERVE :
01-49150-931-95 CAPITAL RESERVE - TAX MAPPING
01-49150-932-95 CAPITAL RESERVE -ASSESS UPDATE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49150 TRANSFERS TO CAP RESERVE ;
FUNCTION 49154
01-49154-930-98 CAP RES FIRE COMMAND VEHICLE
01-49154-931-95 CAPITAL RESERVE - BRIDGES
1 -49 1 54-93 1 -98 CAP RES REFURBISH 9M4
01-49154-932-98 CAP RES REPLACE 9M7 FOREST VEH
01-49154-933-98 CAP RES REFURB RESCUE/AMBULANC
01-49154-934-98 CAP RES HIGHWAY LOADER
01-49154-935-98 CAP RES HWY I TON TRUCK





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 49155
01-491 55-93 1 -98 LANDFILL CLOSURE/IRAN STA CONS
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49155 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4915 TRANSFERS TO CAP RESERVE FUNDS:
FUNCTION 49170
01-49170-100-98 NGN CAP RES OFFICE EQUIPMENT
01-49170-200-98 NGN CAP RES - INSURANCE DEDUCT
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49170 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4917
:
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 09 :
TOTALS- ARTICLE 01 ARTICLE ONE:
FUNCTION 41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN
01-41301-1 10-00 SALARY - ADMIN ASSISTANT - BGS
01-41301-110-10 SALARY - SEC/CLERK SELECTMEN
01-41301-130-00 SALARY - BOARD GF SELECTMEN
01-41301-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - SELECTMEN
01-41301-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SELECTMEN
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN:
FUNCTION 41309 OTHER EXECUTIVE OFFICE FUNCT.
01-41309-190-97 SALARY ADJ.- HIRED/APPT.
01-41309-190-98 SALARY ADJ - HIRED/APPT
01-41309-240-00 TUITION REIMB. SEL EXP
01-41 309-34 1 -00 TELEPHONE - SELECTMEN (EXEC)
01-41309-343-00 ADVERTISING & NOTICES SELECTME
01-41309-550-10 PRINTING - TOWN REPORT
01-41309-560-00 DUES & SEMINARS - SELECTMEN
01-41309-740-97 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT - SELECTMEN
01-41309-740-98 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT - SELECTMEN
01-41309-800-20 OTHER CHARGES & EXPEND, SELECT
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41309 OTHER EXE OFFICE FUNCT.:





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 41403 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
1 -4
1
403- 1 30-00 SALARY - SUPERVISORS CHK LIST
01-41403-190-00 SALARY - ELECTION OFF WORKERS
01-41403-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - ELECTION WOR
01-41403-343-00 ADVERTISING & NOTICES ELECTION
01-41403-380-00 ELECTION DAY EXPENSES
01-41403-550-00 PRINTING & OFF SUPPLY VOTE REG





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 41505 TREASURY
01-41505-1 10-00 DEPUTY TREASURER
01-41 505- 1 30-00 SALARY - TREASURER
01-41505-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - TREASURER
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41505 TREASURY:
FUNCTION 41507 TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
01-41507-1 10-00 SALARY-CLERK-TRUSTEES OF TRUST
01-41 507- 1 30-00 SALARY - BKKPR OF TRUST FUN




01-41507-590-00 MILEAGE - TRUSTEES OF TRUST
01-41507-625-00 POSTAGE - TRUSTEES OF TRUST
01-41507-690-00 MISCELLANEOUS-TRUSTEES
01-41 507-690-0 1 COPIES - TRUSTEES OF TRUST
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41507 TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS:
FUNCTION 41509 BUDGETING, PLANNING & ANALYSIS
01-41509-190-00 SALARY - SECRETARY BUDGET COMM
01-41509-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - BUDGET COMM
01-41 509-560-00 DUES & SEMINARS - BUDGET COMMI
01-41509-590-00 BUDGET COMM EXPENSE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41509 BUDGET, PLAN. & ANALYSIS:
TOTALS- MS-5 4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION:::
FUNCTION 41521 ASSESSING
01-41521-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - ASSESSING
01-41521-310-00 TAX MAP - PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
1 -4 1 52 1 -3 1 2-00 ASSESSING, CONTRACT ASSESSORS
01-41521-313-00 SERVICES - TITLE RESEARCH
01-41521-620-00 OFFICE SUPPLIES - ASSESS
01-41521-800-00 SOFTWARE - ASSESSING
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41521 ASSESSING:
TOTALS- MS-5 4152 REVALUATION OF PROPERTY:::
FUNCTION 41531 LEGAL SERVICES:
01-41531-320-00 LEGAL EXPENSES -GENERAL
01-41531 -800-00 DAMAGE BY DOGS - LEGAL










ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
01-41941-720-97 CAP TH IMPROVEMENTS
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41941 TOWN HALL REPAIRS & MAINT:
FUNCTION 41942 ACADEMY REPAIRS & MAINT::
01-41942-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - ACADEMY
01-41942-410-00 ELECTRICITY - ACADEMY
01-41942-41 1-00 HEATING FUEL - ACADEMY
01-41942-430-00 PURCH REPAIR & MAINT-ACADEMY
01-41942-430-05 CONTRACT CLEANING-ACADEMY BLD
01-41942-430-10 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT - ELEVAT
01-41942-430-20 MAINTENANCE GROUNDS - ACADEMY
01-41942-630-00 SUPPLIES, REP&MAINT - ACADEMY
01-41942-720-97 CAP ACADEMY IMPROVEMENTS
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41942 ACADEMY REPAIRS & MAINT:::
FUNCTION 41943 OTHER TOWN BUILDINGS - UNALLO
01-41943-430-00 PURCH REPAIR & MAINT TOWN BLDG





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 44150 CONTRIBUTIONS TO AGENCIES
01-44150-350-10 LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSP.
01-44150-350-20 MUGGINS HOSPITAL, WOLFEBORO
01-44150-350-30 COMMUNITY HEALTH AND HOSPICE
01-44150-350-40 LAKES REG. FAMILY SERVICE
01-44150-350-50 LAKES REGION COMMUNITY SERV. SS
01-44150-350-80 NEW BEGINNINGS
01-44150-390-00 YOUTH SERVICES - COURT DIVERSI
01-44150-390-10 COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
TOTALS- FUNCTION 44150 CONTRIBUTIONS TO AGENCIES:
TOTALS- MS-5 4415 HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSPITALS:::
FUNCTION 44420 DIRECT ASSISTANCE:::::::::::::
01-44420-800-00 WELFARE - GENERAL ASSISTANCE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 44420 DIRECT ASSISTANCE::::::::::::::
TOTALS- MS-5 4442 DIRECT ASSISTANCE:::
FUNCTION 45200 PARKS & RECREATION::::::::::::
01-45200-120-00 SALARY - PARK ATTENDENT
01-45200-190-00 SWIMMING LESSONS - PARKS & REC
01-45200-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - PARKS & REC
01-45200-341-00 TELEPHONE - PARK
01-45200-343-00 ADVERTISMENTS - PARKS & REC
01-45200-410-00 ELECTRICITY - PARK
01-45200-500-00 PARK MAINT & RUBBISH REMOVAL
01-45200-630-00 BATHHOUSE MAINTENANCE
01-45200-690-00 MISCELLANEOUS - PARK
01-45200-800-00 SEASONAL EVENTS - PARKS & REC
01-45200-800-10 REC EQUIP & IMPVT - PARK & ACD
TOTALS- FUNCTION 45200 PARKS & RECREATION:::::::::::::
TOTALS- MS-5 4520 PARKS AND RECREATION:
FUNCTION 45500 LIBRARY - GIW
01-45500-600-00 LIBRARY GIW
01-45500-620-00 LIBRARY CORNER
01-45500-640-00 LIBRARY LOW GIL
TOTALS- FUNCTION 45500 LIBRARY - GIW:
FUNCTION 45831
01-45831-000-00 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 45832
01-45832-000-00 DONATION TO 4TH OF JULY ASSOC
TOTALS- FUNCTION 45832 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:::
FUNCTION 46111
01-4611 1-1 10-00 SALARY, CLERICAL CONS COMM.
01-461
1
1-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES- CONS COMM
TOTALS- FUNCTION 461 1 1 :
FUNCTION 46 1 12
01-461 12-390-00 CONS COMM TRAINING
01-461 12-800-00 CONSERVATION COMMISSION - EXP
TOTALS- FUNCTION 46112 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4611 ADMINISTRATION, CONSERVATION:::
FUNCTION 471 10 PRINCIPAL - LONG TERM BONDS &
01-471 10-980-00 PRINCIPAL, LONG TERM BONDS & N
TOTALS- FUNCTION 47110 PRINC- LT BONDS & NOTES:
TOTALS- MS-5 4711 PRIN - LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES:
FUNCTION 47210 INTEREST - LONG TERM BONDS & N
01-47210-981-00 INTEREST, LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES
TOTALS- FUNCTION 47210 INTEREST - LT BONDS & NOTES:
TOTALS- MS-5 4721 INT - LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES::
FUNCTION 47230 INTEREST ON TAX ANTIC. NOTES::
01-47230-981-00 INTEREST, TAX ANTIC NOTES
TOTALS- FUNCTION 47230 INT ON TAX ANTIC. NOTES:::
TOTALS- MS-5 4723 INTEREST - TAX & REV ANT NOTES:

























ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 42100 POLICE::::::::::::::::::::::::
01-42100-1 10-00 SALARY - POLICE CHIEF, ADM.
1 -42 1 00- 1 1 0- 1 SALARY - CLERICAL POLICE
01-42100-1 10-20 SALARY - SUPERVISOR - POLICE
01-42100-1 10-30 SALARY - POLICE PATROL FT
01-42100-120-00 SALARY - SPECIALS POLICE
01-42100-140-10 SALARY - OT & CALL POLICE
1 -42 1 00- 1 90- 1 SALARY - POLICE TRAINING
01-42100-190-20 SPECIAL DUTY PAY - POLICE
01-42100-190-30 SALARY - HOLIDAY PAY, POLICE
01-42100-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - PD
01-42100-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PD
01-42100-290-00 UNIFORMS - POLICE
1 -42 1 00-29 1 -00 VACCINATIONS-POLICE
01-42100-341-00 TELEPHONE - POLICE
01-42100-390-00 TRAINING - POLICE
01-42100-430-00 RADAR REPAIR - POLICE
01-42100-430-10 RADIO REPAIR - POLICE
01-42100-430-20 OFFICE CLEANING - PD
01-42100-560-00 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS - POLICE
01-42100-620-00 OFFICE SUPPLIES - POLICE
01-42100-630-00 MAINT & SERVICE CONTRACTS PD
01-42100-635-00 GASOLINE - POLICE
01-42100-661-10 VEHICLE MAINT, SCHEDULED - PD
01-42100-661-20 VEHICLE MAINT UNSCHED - POLICE
01-42100-662-00 TIRES - POLICE
01-42100-680-00 FILM & INVESTIGATION-POLICE
01-42100-690-00 CHIEF'S EXPENSE - POLICE
01-42100-740-91 CAP EQUIPMENT - POLICE
01-42100-740-97 CAP EQUIPMENT - POLICE
01-42100-740-98 CAP EQUIPMENT - POLICE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 42100 POLICE:::::::::::::::::::::::::
TOTALS- 1V1S-5 4210 POLICE:
FUNCTION 44141
1 -44 1 4 1 - 1 90-00 ANIMAL CONTROL -SALARY
TOTALS- FUNCTION 44141 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4414 PEST CONTROL - HEALTH:





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 42200 FIRE:::::::::::::::::
01-42200-1 10-00 SALARY - FIRE FULL TIME
01-42200-1 10-10 SALARY - DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF
01-42200-1 10-20 SALARY-FF/EMT
01-42200-120-00 SALARY - FIRE PART TIME
01-42200-190-00 PAY - FIRE CALL PAY
01-42200-190-10 WAGES-VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FD
01-42200-190-20 FOREST FIRE APPROP
01-42200-190-30 SALARY - OT/FD
01-42200-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - FD
01-42200-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS FD
01-42200-290-00 UNIFORM ALLOWANCE - FIRE
01-42200-291-00 PHYSICALS/TB/HEPATITIS FD
01-42200-341-00 TELEPHONE - FIRE
01-42200-390-00 TRAINING - FIRE
01-42200-390-10 FIRE PREVENTION EDUCATION
01-42200-409-00 PROPANE - FIRE
01-42200-410-00 ELECTRICITY - FIRE
01-42200-41 1-00 HEATING OIL - FIRE
01-42200-430-00 PLANT MAINTENANCE - FIRE
01-42200-510-00 BILLING - AMBULANCE
01-42200-560-00 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS - FIRE
01-42200-620-00 OFFICE SUPPLIES - FIRE
01-42200-631-00 EQUIPMENT REPAIR - FIRE
01-42200-632-00 RADIO REPAIR - FIRE
01-42200-635-00 GASOLINE - FIRE DEPT
01-42200-636-00 DIESEL FUEL - FIRE
01-42200-660-00 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE - FIRE
01-42200-660-10 TIRES - FIRE DEPT
01-42200-680-00 AMBULANCE SUPPLIES - AMBULANCE
01-42200-680-10 OXYGEN - AMBULANCE\F1RE DEPT
01-42200-690-00 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE - FIRE
01-42200-740-98 CAP EQUIPMENT - FIRE
01-42200-810-00 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING - FIRE
01-42200-810-10 BREATHING APPARATUS MAINT.-FD
01-42200-81 1-00 HYDRANTS/ISO RATING FD
01-42200-820-00 TOOLS & EQUIPMENT - FIRE






ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 42400 BUILDING INSPECTION:::::::::::
01-42400-100-00 SALARS - BUILDING INSPECTOR
01-42400-100-10 SALARY - DEPUTY BLDG INSPECTOR
01-42400-1 10-00 SALARY - BUILDING CLERICAL
01-42400-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - BUILDING
01-42400-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS - BUILDING
01-42400-341-00 TELEPHONE - BUILDING INSPECT.
01-42400-620-00 OFFICE SUPPLIES - BUILDING
01-42400-635-00 GASOLINE - BUILDING DEPT.
01-42400-660-00 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE - BUILDING
01-42400-660-10 TIRES - BUILDING INSPECTION
01-42400-690-00 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE - BUILD
01-42400-740-98 CAP EQUIP - BUILDING
TOTALS- FUNCTION 42400 BUILDING INSPECTION::
TOTALS- MS-5 4240 BUILDING INSPECTION:::
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 30 FIRE CHIEF:
FUNCTION 43119 GENERAL EXPENSE - HIGHWAY DEP:
1 -43 1 1 9- 1 1 0-00 SALARY - ROAD AGENT - HWY ADMI
01-431 19-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - GEN HIGHWAY
01-431 19-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS GEN HIGHWAY
01-431 19-341-00 TELEPHONE - HIGHWAY
01-431 19-410-00 ELECTRICITY - HIGHWAY
01-43119-430-01 REPAIR & MAINT - GRADER
01-431 19-430-02 REPAIR & MAINT - TRACTOR
01-431 19-430-03 REPAIR & MAINT - 1 TON DUMP
01-431 19-430-04 REPAIR & MAINT - LOADER
01-4311 9-430-05 REPAIR & MAINT - SANDER
01-4311 9-430-06 REPAIR & MAINT - PLOWS
01-4311 9-590-00 MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT - HIGHWAY
1 -43 1 1 9-6 1 0-00 CULVERT PURCHASE - GEN EXP
01-43 1 19-630-40 RADIO MAINTENANCE - HIGHWAY
01-4311 9-635-00 GASOLINE - HIGHWAY GEN EXP
01-431 19-636-00 DIESEL FUEL - HIGHWAY GEN EXP
01-4311 9-800-00 T00LS,EQU1P,PURCH & MAINT-HWY
01-431 19-801-00 MISCELLANEOUS GEN HIGHWAY EXP
TOTALS- FUNCTION 431 19 GENERAL EXPENSE - HWY DEP:





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 43121 RD BETTERMENT/BLOCK GRANT
01-43121 -730-70 ROAD BETTERMENT - CAP CONSTRUC
01-43121-730-80 BLOCK GRANT - CAP CONSTRUCTION
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43121 RD BTRMNT/BLOCK GRANT:
FUNCTION 43122 CLEAN & MAINT (SUMMER)
01-43122-1 10-00 SALARY - HIGHWAY SUMMER MAINTE
01-43122-140-00 SALARY - OT HIGHWAY SUMMER
01-43122-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - HWY SUMMER
01-43122-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SUM HWY
01-43122-390-10 HIRED SERVICE-EQUIPMENT + MAN
01-43 122-440-00 RENTAL TRUCKS - HIGHWAY MAINT
01-43 122-440-01 RENTAL - EQUIPMENT HWY BACKHOE
01-43 122-690-00 COLD PATCH - SUMMER
01-43122-690-30 SAND, GRAVEL & STONE - SUMMER
01-43122-690-90 PAVING MATERIALS - HWY MAINT
01-43122-730-20 CONSTRUCTION, SUB-CONTRACTOR
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43122 CLEAN & MAINT (SUMMER):
FUNCTION 43123 ASPHALT SEALING
01-43123-440-01 RENTAL EQUIP - ASPHALT PAVING
01-431 23-690- 1 ASPHALT MATERIALS -
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43123 ASPHALT SEALING:
FUNCTION 43125 WINTER MAINT - SNOW & ICE
01-43125-11 0-00 SALARY - HIGHWAY SNOW & ICE
01-43125-140-00 SALARY - OT HIGHWAY ICE & SNOW
01-43125-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - HWY SNOW&ICE
01-43125-210-00 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS WIN HWY
01-431 25-440-00 TRUCK RENTAL - ICE & SNOW
01-43125-440-01 RENTAL EQUIP - SNOW-BACKHOE
01-43125-440-03 SNOW PLOWING - TOWN OF LOUDON
01-43125-616-00 SALT - SNOW & ICE CONTROL HWY
01-43125-690-00 COLD PATCH - WINTER
01-43125-690-30 SAND & GRAVEL -ICE & SNOW
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43125 WINTER MAINT - SNOW & ICE:
TOTALS- MS-5 4312 HIGHWAYS AND STREETS:::





ACCOUNT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION
FUNCTION 43232
01-43232-390-00 SPECIAL COLL-HAZ WASTE DAY
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43232 :
TOTALS- MS-5 4323 SOLID WASTE COLLECTION:::
FUNCTION 43241 LANDFILL OPERATIONS
01-43241-1 10-00 SALARY - SOLID WASTE ATTENDENT
01-43241-200-00 PAYROLL FRINGES - LANDFILL
01-43241-341-00 TELEPHONE - SOLID WASTE
01-43241-390-00 MONITORING LANDFILL
01-43241-410-00 ELECTRICITY - SOLID WASTE DISP
1 -4324 1 -430-00 MAINTENANCE-FACILITIES-DUMP
01-43241-690-00 MISC EXPENSE - SOLID WASTE
01-43241-810-00 BULLDOZING - LAND FILL
01-43241-810-10 MAINTENANCE (FILL) - LAND FILL
01-43241-810-20 WASTE MANAGEMENT-LR-HAULING
01-43241-810-30 CONCORD REG INCINERATOR -
01-43241-810-40 RECYLING-HAULING
01-43241-810-50 RECYLING - BFI
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43241 LANDFILL OPERATIONS:
TOTALS- MS-5 4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL:::
FUNCTION 43251 LANDFILL COVERING & MAINT
01-43251-310-00 SW -PLANNING & CLOSURE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43251 LANDFILL COVER & MAINT:
TOTALS- MS-5 4325 SOLID WASTE CLEANUP
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 50 DUMP - SELECTMEN - RC:





























VENDOR # VENDOR AMOUNT
1406 BILL SIMIONE & ASSOC, INC. 826.58
1524 BJ'S WHOLESALE CLUB 30.00
1 529 BLACK BEAR SYSTEMS, INC. 1 ,730.00
1 509 DONALD F & FLORENCE T BLAJDA 1 1 .00
468 BLANCHARD FIRE APPARATUS INC 37.92
53 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.INC 1 ,4 1 3 .00
505 BOB'S LOCK & KEY 50.00
1538 BODE RESEARCH GROUP 435.00
1507 GEORGE A. BOLEY 127.77
962 SUSAN BOLEY 149.72
1549 BOSIAKFARM 84.17
123 BOULIA-GORRELL LUMBER CO. 522.38
1475 BROOKS PHARMACY 300.90
1447 BRUCE TRANSPORTATION GROUP INC 200.00
1535 LYNNE BRUNELLE 40.95
507 WILBUR BUCHANAN 2,342.12
728 ROBERT M BURDETT 50.00
535 BURNHAM'S PAINTING 4,150.00
226 DORIS BUTMAN 427.20
621 BUZZ FRENCH'S CONSTRUCTION 14,944.50
978 BUZZIE AND SONS' 43,198.10
375 BYRON & AL'S PORTABLE TOILETS 675.00
1472 C&S SALES 750.00
1512 MURRAY & ANN M. CANALE 207.87
612 COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM 2,773.00
51 CAPITAL BUSINESS FORMS CO. INC 1,127,59
499 CAPITOL OFFSET CO, INC. 247.97
1052 CAPRARJO MAINTENANCE 3,434.14
148 CAREER TRACK SEMINARS 49.00
6 1
7
CARL MATTHEWS EQUIPMENT CO. 300.00
399 CARTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATES, INC. 1,081.50
1525 CC&C APARTMENT RENTALS 350.00
1165 CELLULAR ONE 2,450.49
659 CENTRE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 1 .00
325 COMP. FUNDS OF NH-UNEMP. 600.52
47 COMP. FUNDS OF NH - W.C. 31,350.00
1166 SUSANNAH CHANCE 304.56
25 CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 2,147.27
476 CLAIRMONT ASPHALT PAVING 27,555.10
1032 CLARK'S GRAIN STORE, INC. 543.35
519 JAMES CLOUGH 1,555.42
1516 BARRY CLOW 700.00
1009 COHEN STEEL SUPPLY, INC. 508.09




VENDOR # VENDOR AMOUNT
376 COMMUNITY HEALTH & HOSPICE INC 7,560.00
607 COMPUSENSE, INC 975.00
724 COMPUTERS ETC. 176.50
640 COMSTAR 2,775.90
845 CONCORD MONITOR 358.48
1159 CONCORD SAND & GRAVEL, INC. 13,805.55
1552 BRENDA & BRUCE CONNOLLY 47.04
1473 CONTRACTOR MUNICIPAL SUP, INC 38.37
125 CONWAY ASSOCIATES, INC. 3,678.58
170 THE CORNER STORE 337.09
1522 DEBRACORNETT 23.94
1469 GEORGE & DIANE COTSIBAS 25.00
7 CRSW/RRC 36,882.17
1135 CURRY REALTORS 266.00
1233 CURTIS HYDRAULICS 190.00
1407 CUSTOM EMERGENCY VEHICLES 2,206.14
70 R.M. DAIGLE CONSTRUCTION 2,478.25
1013 PAUL DARBYSHIRE ASSOC. 2,845.00
1417 MATTHEW DAVIES 300.00
913 DECATO SAND & GRAVEL 8,220.72
1025 DEL R. GILBERT & SON 180.00
601 DICTAPHONE CORPORATION 653.10
917 ROBERT B.DOW 360.00
1499 JOSEPH DOWNING 7.50
405 EASTERN PROPANE GAS INC 3 1 8.22
1352 E.J. PRESCOTT, INC. 2,304.94
1502 EMBLEM ENTERPRISES, INC. 280.92
1463 ENERGY EFFICIENT PROP LLC 828.50
1377 ENGRAVING & AWARDS OF NE, INC. 293.75
723 ENVIRONMENTAL CLEAN-UP 1,168.00
54 E.W. SLEEPER CO.,INC. 4,656.81
615 EXTACY AUTO DESIGN 951.90
1465 FARMINGTON NATIONAL BANK 106,924.68
1445 FEDCO OMEGA 9,298.29
576 FIRE ATTACK SCHOOL 100.00
356 THE FIRE BARN 578.01
523 FIRE ENGINEERING 19.95
323 FIRE TECH & SAFETY 9,32 1 .80
1482 FLOWER PHARMACY 214.50
495 FOLEY OIL COMPANY 18,704.85
1448 FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY 18,260.49
646 EVELYN FORSYTH 16.38
9 1
5
FOURTH OF JULY ASSOC. 2,000.00




VENDOR # VENDOR AMOUNT
1547 FRED PRYOR SEMINARS 59.00
357 FREEDOM HONDA-SUZUKI-SKIDOO 102.25
1508 CHRISTOPHER J. GAMACHE 144.82
368 H.C. GOBIN, INC. 2,308.36
675 D.J. GEDDES TRUCKING 8,744.00
1503 GENESIS ELDER CARE 31.00
979 GILMANTON IRON WORKS LIBRARY 1 ,00 1 .00
503 GILMANTON CORNER LIBRARY 1,000.00
143 GILMANTON CORNER POSTMASTER 47.00
1491 GILMANTON HEATING & A/C 471.54
128 GILMANTON IW POSTMASTER 297.00
415 GILMANTON FIREMAN'S ASSOC. 2.00
56 GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT 3,338,937.00
379 GILMANTON VILLAGE DISTRICT 5,177.00
825 RICHARD GILMORE 6,273.72
1478 THE GLASS STORE 281.00
846 GLOBE FIREFIGHTERS SUITS 49.35
479 RALPH GOODWIN, JR 1,270.00
1 034 GRANITE STATE TREE EXPERTS 1 ,000.00
1533 GRAPHIC DESIGNS INTNT., INC. 260.80
1204 GRAPPONE AUTO JUNCTION 79.33
362 GRAPPONE INDUSTRIAL, INC. 7,431.49
1484 GRAY SUPPLY CO., INC. 57.36
582 GREATER WHITE MTN CHAPTER 95.00
1199 GREENWOOD FIRE APPARATUS, 42.71
1486 HAMSHAW LUMBER INC. 98.98
1023 MICHAEL LAWRENCE HARRIS 1,200.00
1450 HARTFORD CHEMICAL 218.80
534 R C HAZELTON CO INC 1,143.45
2 NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST 97,427.57
65 HENRY'S DRY CLEANERS, INC. 420.21
1520 HFW COMMUNICATIONS 79.06
1398 HIGHWAY CHAIN CORP. 500.00
963 GEORGE W HILDUM, C.N.H.A. 16.954.00
1485 ROBERT JOHN HODDER 59.00
308 HOWARD P. FAIRFIELD, INC. 1,068.97
1432 lAFC 140.00
1513 INFORMATION MGMT. CORP. 3,900.00
1431 INTERSTATE EMERG. UNIT FIRE 350.00
1511 INTERSTATE PRODUCTS, INC. 1 06.94
1557 IRVING HEATING OIL 227.00
382 IRVING OIL CORPORATION 199.85
129 IRWIN MOTORS INC. 3,238.86




VENDOR # VENDOR AMOUNT
1487 JIM THORPE'S PAINT 51.12
692 J.J. MORIN INC. 77.42
706 JMN ENTERPRISES, INC. 80,319.20
885 MICHAEL JOHANSSON 145.10
14 JOHNSON & DIX FUEL CORP 290.41
1466 JUSTICE PLANNING AND 350.00
1356 KIDDER FUELS, INC. 626.24
1474 KIDDER'S REPAIR SERVICE, INC. 40.00
1546 PAUL KING 55.00
1434 KONOPKA FLOOR SANDING 1,225.50
656 CITYOFLACONIA 112.77
1545 LACONIA AREA COMMUNITY LAND 66.00
370 LACONIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY, INC 719.63
1424 LACONIA LEASING, INC. 338.00
826 LACONIA SAVINGS BANK 22.00
1402 LACONL\ WATER WORKS 15.00
1225 LANE-BALLSTON SPA 5,334.71
102 MELBA LAROCHE 6.98
1457 A.M. LEONARD, INC. 29.54
449 LHS ASSOCIATES, INC. 1,271.72
131 LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC 789.65
162 NANCY LINES 100.00
1553 LITTLE CAESARS 75.60
409 TOWN OF LOUDON 1,800.00
641 LOWER GILMANTON LIBRARY 200.00
626 LAKES REGION FAMILY SERVICE 2,100.00
923 LAKES REGION FIRE APPARATUS 588.22
328 LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL 1 ,7 1 8.83
1526 LAKES REGION GEN. HOSPITAL 80.00
532 LR MUTUAL FIRE AID ASSN 100.00
310 LAKES REGION PLANNING 4,656.00
1483 LR SEAMLESS GUTTERS 150.00
1514 LR TRANSMISSION 49.95
150 MAC DURGIN ASSOCIATES 337.90
374 MANGO SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC. 4,297.90
1536 JOHN W. MANNING 540.00
871 MAXFIELD'S TRUE VALUE 1,261.55
1488 THOMAS MCCARTHY, JR. 4,61
594 MARY ALICE McCULLOCH 1,972.00
1378 MCINTOSH COLLEGE 255.00
1544 MCS CONTRACTORS 4,600.00
748 MEADOWOOD FIRE TRAINING CTR 2 1 0.00
1492 THE MERCIER GROUP 4,400.00




VENDOR # VENDOR AMOUNT
984 METCO 171.84
363 LEXIS LAW PUBLISHING 1,215.41
1479 MICROFLEX 75.50
1470 MICROSOFT REPLACEMENT 20.00
1344 MITCHELL & BATES, PA 12,251.27
1519 MKK ENTERPRISES, INC. 29.99
958 MOBILECOMM 493.00
1 504 MOORE MEDICAL CORP 2, 1 1 3 .94
1435 CARL MOOREHEAD, SR. 1,607.00
1325 MORNINGSTAR, INC. 270.00
1425 PAM MUZZEY 50.00
819 NAPA AUTO PARTS, INC 34.35
3 1
9
NATIONAL REGISTRY OF EMT 45.00
412 NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSN 95.00
377 NE ASSN. OF CITY & 1 5.00
1497 NE DUPLICATOR 29.00
1510 NELSON, WARD & ASSOC, INC. 8,289.34
318 NELSON'S SMALL ENGINES 52.75
500 NE RESOURCE RECOVERY ASSOC. 170.54
45 NORTHEAST TIRE SERVICE 3,359.71
812 NEW BEGINNINGS 525.00
149 NEW COUNTRY GRAINERY 724.01
27 TREASURER, STATE OF NH 988.00
18 NH EMPLOYEES FED.CR UNION 11,860.00
1003 NH DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 1,521.00
183 TREASURER, STATE OF NH 318.40
483 TREASURER, STATE OF NH 50.00
574 TREASURER, STATE OF NH 196.00
709 DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY 20.00
1392 STATE OF NH 20.00
629 NH DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY 175.00
1 1 54 STATE OF NH, TREASURER 33.00
1132 DEPT. OF LABOR 75.00
1012 TREASURER, STATE OF NH 380.27
1 63 NH DIVISION OF PARKS & REC 40.00
167 NH PRISON CORR. IND. 744.16
603 NH ASSOCIATION OF 20.00
133 NH ASSOCIATION OF 75.00
57 NH ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS 75.00
52 NH CITY & TOWN CLERKS' 38.00
254 NH ASSOCIATION OF CONSERVATION 175.00
41 NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 19,223.28







619 NH HEALTH OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
611 NH HUMANE SOCIETY




387 NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
1 76 NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
1477 NH PLANNERS ASSOC.
20 NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
478 NH TAX COLLECTOR'S ASSOCIATION
398 NORM'S AUTO BODY
1438 NORTHEAST EARTH MECHANICS, INC
69 NYNEX
1 045 OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING
67 OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ELECT, INC.
1348 RYAN OUELLETTE
470 PARTS ASSOCIATES, INC
350 PC CONNECTION, INC.
1550 PEDIATRIC TRAINING FUND
1307 PENCO
643 PERSONS CONCRETE, INC
1376 TOWN OF GILMANTON
151 PHILIPPS ELECTRIC
1 180 ALBERT & LUCILLE PHILIPPS
49 PICHES SKI SHOP
758 PIKE INDUSTRIES, INC.
160 PINE STATE ELEVATOR COMPANY
313 PITNEY BOWES CREDIT CORP.
1367 PITNEY BOWES INC
1471 P.O.E.M. ENTERPRISES
460 ROBERT POTTER, JR
85
1
ROBERT L POTTER & SONS
1540 PRE-HOSPITAL MOBILE EDUCATION
1543 PRESIDENTIAL COMPUTER
1530 PROGRESSIVE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1364 PROVINCIAL PALATE INC.
1 88 PUBLIC SERVICE OF NH
1200 PUBLIC SERVICE COMPUTER
1515 PUFCO
1554 RICHARD OR RUTH PULEO
68 QUILL CORPORATION



















































VENDOR U VENDOR AMOUNT
1145 R D COMMUNICATIONS 324.00
154 REAL DATA CORP 54.00
1523 REED DISTRIBUTORS 519.50
1489 STEPHEN REED 165.00
1387 RENU INTERNATIONAL CORP. 67.80
1 66 RICHARD A. SHERBURNE, INC. 7 1 2.45
902 R.N. JOHNSON, INC. 721.33
378 ROBBINS AUTO PARTS, INC. 16.62
1537 CHRIS ROBERTSON 75.00
1456 ROGERS STATIONERY 59.66
1158 RHONDA ROY 350.00
526 DAVID H. RUSSELL 136.01
1201 SAFETY INC. 144.50
1 74 CHIEF MAURICE R. SALMON II 31.80
1374 SAM'S CLUB 133.24
138 SANEL AUTO PARTS CO. 3,089.19
1498 WILFRED L. SANVILLE, JR. 1,455.00




SEAMANS SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 3 1 8.47
637 SEARS 510.01
40 SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS, INC. 198.34
816 ELIZABETH R. SMITHERS, TC/TC 214,375.58
1411 TERRENCE J.R. SMITHERS 705.50
1409 SOLO SIGN DESIGN 200.00
369 SOUTHWORTH-MILTON, INC 893.19
1468 SOCIETY OF ST VINCENT DE PAUL 125.00
1480 STAPLES 535.46
1464 STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 2,003.51
1 500 STATE STREET BANK & TRUST CO 50, 1 70.00
593 ANDREW STOCKWELL 20,127.85
177 DANIEL STOCKWELL 640.00
673 STRATHAM TIRE, INC. 16.00
1541 SUBURBAN PROPANE 76.95
901 SUMMIT HEALTH SERVICES 186.25
19 SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 1,789.90
1517 TERMINIX INTERNATIONAL CO 425.00
713 TEXAS REFINERY CORP. 165.75
1328 DAYNE THOMPSON 5,388.00
956 CHARLES W THURBER 92.63
1521 BRIAN R. TIERNEY 78.00
744 TOWN & COUNTRY 4,207.75
1548 TRAINING & EDUCATION 250.00


































TRI STATE POLICE & FIRE
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
TURFPRO LANDSCAPE MAINT.












WASTE MANAGEMENT OF NH, INC
WATER INDUSTRIES, INC.
THE WATER SHED, INC.



















































GERALD L AUSTIN, JR
MILDRED H AYLWARD
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Board of Selectmen: Monday at 7:00 p.m.
Please call to be placed on agenda
Planning Board: 2nd Thursday of each month-7:30 p.m.
Zoning Board of Adjustment: 3rd Monday of the month-7:30 p.m.
Historic District Commission: 1st Tuesday of the month-7:30 p.m.
Conservation Commission: 3rd Monday of the month-6:30 p.m.
Land Trust: 3rd Thursday of the month-7:30 p.m.
1998 TOWN HOLIDAYS
New Year's Day-Thursday, January 1st
Civil Rights Day-Monday, January 19th
President's Day-Monday, February 16th
Memorial Day-Monday, May 25th
Independence Day-Friday, July 3rd
Labor Day-Monday, September 7th
Columbus Day-Monday, October 12th
Veteran's Day-Wednesday, November 1 1th
Thanksgiving Day-Thursday, November 26th
Day After Thanksgiving-Friday, November 27th




Building Inspector & Health Officer
Elementary School
Fire Department-Comers-Business Phone





























Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 9:00 AM-4:30 PM
Closed Tuesday














Town Landfill & Recycling Center
Wednesday 7:00 AM-6:00 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM- 1:00 PM
Sunday 12:00 PM-5:00 PM
Libraries
Gilmanton Iron Works open May through October
Tuesday 9:00 AM- 12:00 PM
9:30 AM- 10:30 AM Tuesdays Story Hour
Thursday 9:00 AM-12:00 PM & 6:30 PM-8:30 PM
Saturday 9:00 AM- 12:00 PM October Only
Comer Library open May to first Tuesday in October
Monday 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Tuesday 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Wednesday 1 :00 PM-4:00 PM & 6:30 PM-8:30 PM
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